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TOUCH THE THRONE

*»

When you pray at noon or sundown,
By yourself or with your own;
When you pray at rush of noon-tide—
Just make sure you touch the throne.

Babylon or Jerusalem

—Which?
Dr. Wilbert W. White
t*

«* 65

Second Place
Ursula Miller
e, e, e ,

The Jew and the
Bible
F. W. Pitt

j

When you pray in busy moments,
Oft to restless hurry prone,
Brevity will matter little,
If you really touch the throne.
When amid the congregation
Of God's saints in prayer you groan,
He will hear your voice and answer
If you truly touch the throne.

.

When you pray in hours of leisure,
Praying long and all alone;
Pour not out vain words as water,
But make sure you touch the throne.

!)«»<?

Our Sunday Schools
C. W. Boyer

When you pray as Christ directed,
Who, of old, Christ's power have known;
As they touched His garment-border,
So make sure you touch the Throne.
—Selected.
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BIBLE DISTRIBUTION
New York, N. T., May: A distribution of
7,370,908 volumes of Scriptures in 1939, representing an increase of 5 per cent over the circulation of 1938, was reported by the American
Bible Society at its 124th annual meeting held
on May 9 a t Bible House, its headquarters in
New York City. The Scriptures were circulated in over 40 countries and in upwards of
200 languages. This total, according to the
Bible Society, by no means represents the increased demand for the Bible. Only the Society's budgetary limitations kept it from
being much greater.
In America, in all but one of the Society's
ten district offices, the circulation topped that
of the preceding year.
In Latin America the Society was able to
meet only one-half to two-thirds of the call
for Scriptures.
The rapid advance of the
evangelistic movement and the growth and
efficiency of national schools which, year by
year, are decreasing the illiteracy are, undoubtedly two contributing factors in the urge for
the Bible. In many of these nations there is a
rapidly expanding development of Bible training schools.
Over on the other side of the world, China,
facing a devastating emergency created by the
present invasion of her country, reports the
sale of twice as many whole Bibles and twice
as many New Testaments as in 1937, and a
decided increase in the distribution of portions
of the Bible. The orders for Bibles arid Testaments poured into the Shanghai Bible House
in such volume t h a t the presses and binderies
were unable to keep up with the demand. At
the end of October there were unfilled
orders for 35.000 books.
It is now one hundred and five years since
the American Bible Society began its service
to the blind. Scriptures in the various embossed systems are supplied and no application
for volumes goes unfilled. All are furnished
to the blind a t a mere fraction of their cost.
The Society also supplies the new "Talking
Book Records" t h a t «ontain parts of the Old
and all of the New Testaments.
It is estimated t h a t nine-tenths of the
2,000,000,000 people in the world, might now
if they turn to the Bible, hear it read in a
language they understand. There were four
additional new translations for which the Society was responsible last year, two for the
Philippine Islands, and two for Bible-hungry
China. One of these, the Hwa Lisu New
Testament, used in Yunnan Province, carries a
Western flavor for the dialect is printed in
roman characters, the words are set from left
to right, and the book is read from the front.
The American Bible Society is now carrying
the added responsibility of providing many
Scriptures for the foreign work done by its
sister organization in London, the British and
Foreign Bible Society, crippled in its activities
by the outbreak of the war in Europe.
Anticipating these and the already"unmet demands
in the Society's own fields, particularlv
1". L £ t " ? America., the Board of Managers of
the Bible Society, adopted during 1939 a formovement program, which, as one of
1ward
^ a i i t l s ' c a I l s f o r a n a nn»al increase of $50000 from living donors during each of the
next four years, so t h a t bv the close of 1944
the total giving from churches, individuals,
and auxiliary Bible Societies will have risen
from $235,000 to $435,000 annually.
Two American Innsrs doekod in New York
on June 9 and 10 w i t h 2,634 passengers
brought to the United States from Europe's
war zone. The "President Roosevelt" brought
120 pasengers, mostly American, from Galway
Treland. The "Manhattan," arriving June lo'
brought 1,914 passengers from Italv, half of
them aliens, mostly Jews.
Finland Wants to Pay Her War Debt installment to the "United States, due on June 15
jt was disclosed to the Senate on June 4 Senator Vandenberg introduced a resolution stating that the United States would be embarrassed to accept the $159,398 in view of
Finland's present straits. There were indications, however, t h a t Finland mav insist on
paying the next two installments, even if
Congress should waive them, leaving Finnish
credit unimpaired.
Allied Gold in the United States—On June 5
an article in the "New York Times" reported
that "one of the greatest mass movements of
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gold in history is now under way, the movement of reserves of Britain and France to New
York, together with Netherland and Belgian
metal. The gold was shipped from London and
Paris to Canada under heavy convoy, some of
it presumably being carried on warships. The
metal was sent by rail to New York." Close
to $500,000,000 was received on June 4 and 5,
it was estimated. At the outbreak of war in
Europe in September, France had a far larger
monetary gold stock than Britain. That of
France was equivalent to $2,714,000,000 and of
Britain to the equivalent of $1,162,000,000.
The l a r g e s t U. S. Built liner, the "S. S.
America," was given a trial trip in the Atlantic
off the Virginia Capes on June 4. The 30,000ton ship is 723 feet long, and will carry more
than 1,200 passengers and a crew of 639.
Vatican City plans blackout. Announcement
has been made by Vatican City authorities
that steps have been taken to insure a total
blackout of Vatican City in case of air raids
over Rome. The Pope has declared that in
the event of war, he will not leave the Vatican.
Ancient Church Excavated.
A Christian
basilica of the fourth century has been uncovered in excavating for a new highway from
Ostia, the port of ancient Rome.
The church has been identified as the basilica
of St. Peter and St. Paul mentioned in the
Liber Pontificales, and it will be restored to
something like good order.
Quakers Give War Relief.
Clarence E.
Pickett, executive secretary of the American
Friends Service Committee, has announced an
immediate expansion of its program for dealing with a large-scale relief among 5,000,000
war refugees in France in response to a direct
appeal to American Quakers from Premier
Reynaud. An additional unit of ten American
workers will be sent to France at once.
The Quaker unit now in France has been enabled to meet the emergency temporarily
through a grant of 3,000.000 francs (about $60i000) but a survey has indicated that the committee must have $50,000 per week at the
minimum to cover its share of the relief program even in outline.
Mr. Howard K. Kershner, director of field
operations in France, in a statement issued
from New York said that the generosity of the
French people toward refugees was without
parallel in history.
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and, according to Mr. Ben-Avi's report, seem
willing now to accept a compromise not unfavorable to the Jews. He reports also that
even the extremist elements are modifying
their attitude toward the Jews, not wholly because of the military power of Great Britain
in Palestine, but also because they are beginning to see the necessity of British protection. He says that thousands of Arabs can be
seen quietly taking part in the daily life of
the all-Jewish city of Tel-Aviv. Arabs who
previously fought strenuously against land
sales when their Arab countrymen were willing to sell to Jewish purchasers, have quieted
down and land sales are going on openly with
sellers buying and mingling freely without
interference. He says further that the increasing Jewish immigration to Palestine
meets no hindrance from the authorities beyond demanding proof from the Jews already
there that the immigrants will receive proper
support. The outlook of this Jewish editor on
the future is very optimistic. If indeed the
war has contributed to this stabilization we
may note it as one small benefit to consider
against the almost overwhelming evils that it
has brought about elsewhere in the world.
•—The United Presbyterian.
What a Cobbler Accomplished.
William
Carey, the founder of modern missions, mastered thirty of the languages of India, and he
superintended the translation of Scripture in
all of them. He wrote various Indian grammars and prepared dictionaries of great excellence in Bengali, Marathi and Sanscrit. He
farmed, ran an indigo factory, built printing,
presses, established schools and colleges, evangelized and, as a part time, engaged in botanical research. Such was the life of the
London cobbler who heard the call of God and
surrendered all for India.—The Methodist Protestant.
Alcohol and Brain Cells. The most important part of an automobile or an airplane is the
motor. Unless it works smoothly, trouble of
many sorts is possible. The brain is the most
important organ of the human body. Anything that affects it for ill brings great harm.
Brain cells are damaged beyond recovery by
continued use of alcohol. You might as well
dilute with strong acid the oil that goes into a
motor car as to subject the brain cells to the
destroying effort of alcohol. In either case
the result can be only ruin.—Author Unknown.
500,000,000 Under Dictators.
Evangelical
Christianity faces the most serious crisis in
all history. The civilized world is witnessing
the growing dominance of organized forces
that seek the destruction of those social institutions and agencies that have safeguarded
and encouraged the spread of the evangelical
faith.
Since 1S37, seven countries, five republics,
one constitutional monarchy and one federal
corporative state, with a total population of
over 94,000,000, have come under the sway of
dictators, making a grand total of nearly 500,000,000, or one-fourth of all living humanity—
and not one of the modern Caesars is favorable
to our evangelical faith.
The most disturbing feature of this astonishing change in Europe is the impact of these
recently formed governments upon religion.
The Neronian and the Decian persecutions fade
into insignificance in comparison with the
regimentation, persecution and destruction
practiced upon Jews, Catholics, and Protestants
by these dictators who occupv the seats of the
mighty.—The Christian Index.

Church Attendance and Democracy. Dictator countries fear church attendance. Tyrannv
discourages the assembling together of Chris"tians. Neglected church attendance produced
fascism and communism in Europe. What will
it produce here? Dr. George MacDonald, when
pastor of the Highland Park Church, Detroit,
Mich., told a group of us that he. was in Germany a year before the World War began.
During a period of months he attended
churches in Prussia, Bavaria and elsewhere,
and in all Protestant denominations he observed full churches during musical programs,
what we sometimes call the preliminaries, end
then a general exodus just before the Bible
reading and the sermon. Worship and Bible
instruction have been burned out, crowded out,
destroyed in the German personality for at
least two generations by rationalism. The
coming of a dictatorship, even in a more vulgar form than that of a "Kaiser, was inevitable. It was logical. Church going and church
work where Christ and the Bible are honored
make tyranny tremble.
A church neglecting people is a slave producing people. Any movement away from the
church or awav from its practical implications
is a movement away from civil libertv. The
Protestant Church is a movement toward' democracy, toward happiness, security and peace.
Churches are the friends of childhood, the inventors and promoters of schools, the defenders of free speech and free press, the organizers of charity, the healers of wounds. t h "
comforters of the sorrowful, the breeders nf
brotherhood and the pleaders for peace.—Dr.
K. P. Miller, in The Presbyterian.

The Man Who Needed Nothing. At the dinner table of one of the well-known millionaires
who had done much for the public good, discussion turned upon the value of prayer. The
millionaire said he did not believe in it. He
had everything he wished for, so there was no
need for him to pray for any favors. The
principal of a Scottish university, who was
present, said, 'There is one thing t h a t you
might pray for." "What is t h a t ? " "You might
pray for humility." Whatever our possessions,
we shall be all the happier if we pray for the
humble spirit which can thank God for His
mercies.—Author Unknown.

A Jewish Editor's Views on Palestine. The
war in western Europe and the uncertain situation in the Near East have had a stabilizing
effect on the political situation in Palestine,
so says I t t a m a r Ben-Avi, the former editor of
a, Jewish Palestine daily who has Just arrived
in this country from Palestine. He savs t h a t
that country is now "astoundingly calm, with
terror a thing of the past." The moderates
among the Arabs have gained the upper hand

Godlike Giving. A king who wished to express his affection for a private soldier of his
army gave him a richly jeweled cup, his own
cup. The soldier, stepping forth to receive the
gift, exclaimed shamefacedly, "This is too
great a gift for me to receive."
"It is not too great for me to give," the
king replied.
I s not this the way Christ gives to us?
•—Author Unknown.

What To Do With This Talent? There are
men who pride themselves on their candor,
and it degenerates into brutality. One such
man said to John Wesley once, "Mr. Wesley, I
pride myself on speaking my mind; t h a t is mv
talent." "Well," said John Wesley, "the l o r d
wouldn't mind if you buried that!"—H. W.
Griffith Thomas.
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Conference Resume
H P HE following items are submitted for
"• the information of our readers who
did not have the privilege of attending the
recent General Conference. The full text
of these decisions will be found in the Conference Minutes which will be mailed about
July 5.
Article VII will show a report of Committee on merger between United Zions
Children and Brethren in Christ. This
report showed favorable progress and resolutions adopted set the next meeting uf
the Merger Committee to be held in Lititz
Old People's Home of- the United Zions
Children, Saturday, March 1, 1941, at 9:30 A.M. All members of both bodies are
invited to attend.
Article VIII, Report of Revision Committee Constitution and By-Laws, the creedal form of Confession of Faith was adopted. Recommendations to amend the articles of corporation as of 1904 to meet the
present status of the church adopted. The
date of final ratification of Constitution
and By-Laws was extended by Conference
action to 1941.
Article XIII, Committee on Labor Union
Affiliation presented a very interesting report, which was approved and Committee
authorized to proceed with their work as
was deemed best for the coming year.
Article XIV, Committee on Simplified
Financial Forms were given approval for
work submitted. Quite a number of institutions are asking permission to change
the closing date of their fiscal year to
correspond with the calander year.
Article XVII, report of Committee on
Peace and Non-resistance, a very interesting written and also verbal report was given of the various activities of this Cornmittee and a resolution to unite with the
Mennonite Central Peace Committee in
doing relief and rescue work was adopted,
notice of which appeared in the June 17
issue of the Evangelical Visitor and again
appears in this issue.
Article XVIII, report of Committee on
Uniform Pastoral System was adopted.
The Secretary of the General Executive
Board was named as a bureau or custodian
of information relating to the location of
pastors, etc.
Article XXIX, the General Executive
Board recommended the publication of a
Minister's Manual to replace supply now
exhausted. Under Section 4 of this report
the deputation appointed at the Conference of 1939 to visit the foreign mission
fields, was released from this appointment
and. the visit of this deputation postponed,
due to tense conditions arising as a result
of the War in Europe. The General Executive Board Assessment was raised to 30c
this year, due to the fact that this board
now pays for Conference Minutes and
Handbook of Missions, also defrays ex-

penses of other Boards that are required
to meet for Conference Work. It was also
noted that a number of districts had not
yet paid their previous assessments, and
the General Conference Secretary was authorized not to send Conference Minutes
and Handbook of Missions to districts that
were delinquent in paying their annual
assessment.
Reports of Home and Foreign Mission
Boards indicate the very active growth and
continued interest in the spreading of the
Gospel. Home Mission Board reported the
ordination of six licensed ministers during
the year, and between seventy and eighty
church accessions. A number of changes
were effected which will be shown on the
roster of missionary addresses in this
paper.
Article XLIX, Publication Board Recommendations, the Tract Committee's
activities were delegated direct to the activities and operation of the E. V. Publishing House which has, for a number of
years, carried most of this work. A similar
recommendation also combined the Hymnal Committee's holdings of hymnals, music
plates; etc., to the custody and supervision
of the Publishing House.
Article LIII, Report of Board for Young
People's Work, a recommendation was
adopted authorizing the committee to publish the Bible Study Topics in pamphlet
form. These will be published semi-annually.
Articles LXI to LXVIII, include the reports, both financial and general, of Messiah Bible College, Beulah College, Jabbok
Bible School and Ontario Bible School.
All these reports gave evidence of a very
generous and whole hearted support on the
part of the brotherhood. The schools, as
a whole, appear to have had a good year.
Other institutional reports all indicated
careful and consistent management, which
on the whole, contributed to a good Conference with an encouraging outlook for
the coming year.

Faithful Veterans Retire from
Active Service
ISHOP JONATHAN LYONS and wife,
who for quite a number of years have
had charge of the Welland Mission are
terminating their many years of active
service with this Conference year. Eld.
Walter Reighard and wife, who were formerly located at San Francisco, will now
take over the work at Welland.
Bro. and Sr. Lyons originally came to
the States from Canada, and it was largely
through their instrumentality that the work
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was begun at Carland, Michigan. From
the beginning, of course, the work spread to
other fields and later Bro. and Sr. Lyons
left the Carland community and began
their labors under the Home Mission Board
at Welland. There have been many years
of active and faithful service given by this
loyal couple to the church of the Brethren
in Christ and no doubt, now that they are
leaving the field there comes to them a
touch of sadness and perhaps the feeling
that they are all through and everybody
has forgotten them. We trust that this
is not true and we do not believe that it
is, even though many of us may be slow
in expressing our appreciation of those
who have loved and labored and sacrificed
for the cause of Christ.
We hope, too, that our brother and sister, as they relinquish their activities to
others, may not forget that the Christian'?
real parish is the whole world and that it
is our commission to "spread the tidings
round, wherever man is found." Their
own lives can still be filled with joyous
service and they can be the instruments in
God's hands to bring sunlight and happiness into every life they may still be able
to contact. God always paints the sunsets
of our lives in golden colors if we allow
Him to do the painting. We pray God's
richest blessing upon Bro. and Sr. Lyons.

Editorial
Europe, which has now
T HEspreadwar toin another
great country, is
taking on more and more of an alarming
aspect. As this editorial is penned, the
French are considering the terms of an
armistice just handed them by Germany,
the preambles of which refer definitely to
the unjustness of the Versailles Treaty,
and again bring clearly to the front the
high points for which Herr Hitler has been
striving during the years. According to
him, there was no other way to right the
wrongs of this treaty and bring the German people back into a position of power,
influence and independence except through
war. With the crushing of the French
army, this nation finally sued for peace
and now, on the same spot in which France
delivered her strict demands to Germany
in 1918, she is now receiving Germany's
ultimatum which will demand the surrender of practically all that France owns
or claims, at least subrogating it to Germany until the end of the war.
There is every indication that the President of the United States has made many
commitments to the foreign nations of
which the citizens of this country or even
Congress, knows nothing about. His appointment of two prominent men from
another political party to fill Cabinet posts
(Continued on page 223)
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Conference Sermon
By Eld. V. L. Stump
Given at the 70th Annual
Conference
Of the Brethren in Christ, Thomas, Okla.,
June

7,

1940.

(PRINTED BY REQUEST)

beloved brother Moderator, and
T Ohismyassistants,
to the Delegates assembled, to the Clerical Staff, and to the
General Assembly: Grace and peace be
multiplied unto you through the knowledge of God, and of Jesus, our Lord.
It is with a deep sense of reverential
gratitude and appreciation to God for all
His abundant mercies to us through our
Lord Jesus Christ that we now approach
you. We esteem it a rare privilege and an
unmerited honor to bring to you the opening message of this notable gathering.
Since the meeting of our General Conference a year ago, the world has witnessed
a terrific and appalling moral and spiritual
collapse; the rapid rise of pagan and antiChristian cults; and in some parts of the
world, a complete break-down of human
civilization. The world has been plunged
into a wild and stormy night of tribulation
and anguish; and through the utter disregard of treaties and the perfection of
mechanized warfare, has witnessed the destruction of entire cities in less than ten
minutes' time, that cost the lives of over a
hundred thousand of our fellow humans
in those few moments of destruction.
We know now, if we did not know before, what Viscount Cecil meant when he
said, "It is not an exaggeration to say
that the next war will mean the destruction
of our civilization." To that catastrophe
the world is steadily moving.
David Lloyd George, some years ago,
said, "It seems to me the world is heading
for a very great catastrophe."
With the invasion of the low countries
by the Germans and the apparent inability
of the Allies to stem the tide of German
hordes and with our own President's rush
to Congress, the rash of international itch
broke out all over the country. Even
though it has now somewhat subsided, it
is easy for us to see how quickly America
too can become involved in an international conflict. No matter which way we may
want to look at it, the picture in Europe
and the picture of the world, aside from
Jesus Christ, is dark.
A writer, describing conditions over
there, says, "At night a great blackness
reigns over the whole country.
There
is not a glimmer of light anywhere except for the traffic lights through the towns.
They are blackened out as well except for
two slits in the form of a cross. The cross
is the only light that shows our way."
With Europe already in the throes of a
terrible war and the United States rapidly
on the way to collectivism and regimen-

tation, this Conference faces a much darker hour than it did in the Conferences of
19L6, 17, 18. And it behooves us to search
our own hearts and find out if God's purpose in our own lives is being fulfilled;
if we really believe in the inspired Word
of God; and whether we are willing to
carry out in actual daily life and practice,
the teachings of our- Lord Jesus Christ.
In the past warfare has been carried
on largely by professional armies, but
today and in the coming conflicts the civilian, as well as the soldier, will be a part
of the war machine.
Let us never make the mistake of thinking that because we have come to the end
of our resources, that God has come to the
end of His. He has the right to expect
of us the best that we can do—all of our
thoughts and energy and effort and prayer
and courage and faith. The burden may
be heavy and the task seem greater than
we can accomplish, but it is never too
great for Him. It is with His help that
we can go from strength to strength.
I would, therefore, bring to you the encouraging words found in Mark's Gospel,
11:22.
"Have faith in God."
These
words of our Lord Jesus take their.meaning from the conversation of which it
forms a part, even as the conversation derives its solemn weight from the incident
that gave it birth. They were spoken during our Lord's last week upon the earth.
Luke is very explicit in telling us that
during this closing week the Savior spent
the days in public teaching in the temple
and the nights, for the most part at least,
in solitude and prayer, on the Mount of
Olives.
Returning one morning with His disciples from Bethany to Jerusalem, He hungered. We see here the distinct humanity
of our Lord Jesus. He saw a fig tree by
the side of the road, he stepped up to it,
hoping that He might find figs to eat. The
humanity of our Lord hungered. But there
was nothing there to satisfy His hunger
and He suffers disappointment. How close
this brings Him to our own human hearts,
which under the tension of passing wants
have tasted all the sweetness of anticipation
and all the bitterness of disappointment,
too. For we read, "And when he came to
it, he found nothing but leaves." And then
we hear His sharp rebuke, "No man eat
fruit of thee hereafter forever." The next
morning His attention was called to the
fact that the fig tree had withered away.
Jesus said, "Have faith in God."
What had one to do with the other?
Withered fig tree, with the disciples, faith
in God. We need to look under the surface if we are to find the answer. We
note the nature of this tree. Besides the
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fact that it bears two or even three crops
a. year, unlike other trees, it gets friut
before it bears leaves.
If our Lord were to look to any people
for true piety and Godliness, as a result of
a great spiritual heritage, the Jews were
that people. How disappointed our Lord
was. There was no fruit to be found upon
its branches and when He looked He found
nothing but their professions, form and
rituals. We wonder what the Great Searcher of hearts would find on the branches of
His professed church were He to come
seeking fruit today.
To have faith in God means more than
a mere intellectual acceptance of the truth
concerning Him. To believe in God implies the surrender of the heart and will.
We must do more than merely assent to
the fact that He is. We must place our
trust in Him.
Someone has said that the Christian religion is summed up in three great verbs—
Believe and Do and Go.
We are to believe in God, in Christ, in
the Holy Spirit, in the Bible as His inspired Word. We are to do God's will
that we may thereby abide in His love
and abiding in Him, we shall bring forth
much fruit.
Moreover, the Church of
Christ is His witness to the world.
To be sure, this is not all there is to
Christianity, but it is enough to give us
a goal that will challenge our deepest consecration and our greatest endeavors all
the days of our life.
Seventy years ago, at the first Conference of the Brethren in Christ, our forefathers came together to consider questions
of great moment, and as we gather here
today, we recognize the vital connection
between the past, the present and the future. They can not be understood singly
and separately. What we are today has
been deeply rooted in the past and has
been largely shaped by our ancestors. What
our posterity shall be and do is now being
determined to some extent by the history
we are now making.
As a Church, we no doubt have made
vital progress, and as much as I revere the
life, character, and work of these early
church fathers, I must recognize that they
were men of limited ability and circumscribed by educational limitations and that
their conclusions perhaps were sometimes
rather one-sided. It was because of that
very deep-rooted and sincere desire to be
something entirely separate and apart from
the world of men in which they lived, and
to be wholly part and parcel of the Kingdom of God.
Nevertheless, our fathers left us a glorious past and our hearts are stirred by the
records of their courage, their ability and
their achievements. And perhaps today,
as never before, we can enter into the
feelings of faith and fear, of sorrow and
(Continued on page 218)
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Babylon or Jerusalem—Which?
By Dr. Wilbert

W. White, President,

Babylon

represents—
tyranny, lawlessness and death.
Jerusalem
represents—
liberty, justice and life.
¥ N the light of history, what is the an•*• swer to the question: Babylon or Jerusalem—which? In the light of the existing situation what will be our answer to
this question in action? Shall we treat
symptoms or shall we eliminate causes?
Shall we lazily lament and drift to destruction, or, shall we faithfully use proved
means to end?
The Basic

Question

Shall government of the people, for the
people and by the people perish from the
earth? Of course our answer is: God
forbid.
But what .about means to an end? What
should be done to prevent it? What are
we going to do about it?
Herbert Hoover spoke truly when he
said that we are suffering from subsidence
of the foundations." Is not the rule of
the people tending to misrule?
What
must we say even of our own country?
Is Democracy at present at its best safe
or unsafe? Do we not hear America seriously asking: Does no one care for my
soul? Is not external vigilance the price of
liberty? Are we doing our part?
"The
state is the individual writ large."
What
is being done for the individual to make
the state safe? Are we using basic, tested
means to end?
What can be done? What means to end
are available? Here is the answer of a
student of history: Elisha Mulford says
that a people's morals as well as its politics will correspond to its theology and
will be but the counterpart of that. By
theology, Mr. Mulford means the religious
life of the people.
What has the religious life of a people
got to do with it? Let Professor Thomas
Huxley, the great scientist, answer. In
1870, speaking before the London School
Board in advocacy of the use of the Bible
for and by the children, Professor
Huxley said: "By what other means can
children be so humanized? I have been
seriously perplexed to know by what
means the religious feeling, which is the
essential basis of conduct is to be kept
up without the use of the Bible."
This is a very important statement. Note:
1. Serious perplexity about the drift in
the Anglo-Saxon world from the use of
means to end. That was some sixty years
ago. Think of what has occurred since
and what we are today (paganized) and
where we are heading (toward chaos and
ruin).

The Biblical

Seminary,
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York

2. The essential basis of conduct is recognized to be the religious feeling in mankind. Right! Tremendously true!
3. This great scientific scholar, certainly without bias in favor of the Bible, is
seriously perplexed to know by what
means this religious feeling in mankind
is to be kept up without the use of the
Bible.
So are we perplexed. We are fully persuaded that there is no other way to prevent the government of the people, for the
people and by the people from perishing
from the earth than this, that the book
which Lincoln's great General Grant called the sheet anchor of our liberty, be restored to the people This is the great
basic recovery act which is needed. This
is the means to end which we must use.
Principal Peter Forsyth asks:
"Now who will rise
To purge our eyes,
Kindle the Spirit's breath;
And think well bourne
Neglect or scorn
To give our sons a faith?
For pieties
And dubieties
To give them back a faith?
Who gives them for a flickering wraith,
A central, funded, founded faith?"
This same Peter Forsyth elsewhere says:
"To restore to the people an intelligent
and affectionate use of the Bible is a service to Protestantism far more needed than
violent and ill-formed denunciations of
error which are so easy and so cheap." To
which we may add the arresting question
and answer of that veteran Christian statesman, Dr. John Clifford: "The shadow of
the priest is upon the land. Why? Because the voice of the prophet is so seldom
heard."
What Abraham

Lincoln

Believed

I began by using Abraham Lincoln's
great closing sentence of his greatest
speech. Is there still need of emphasis of
the use of the Bible with the people as
means to end that the government of the
people, by the people and for the people
may not perish from the earth? Hear our
martyr President as he looks up from the
page in the midst of a season of profitable
reading of the Bible, and speaks to a
doubting friend: "Joshua Speed, read this
book for what on reason you can accept
and take the rest on faith, and you will live
and die a better man."
Is it not better men we need? And better women? And better children ? Out of
this material is our civilization created.
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Let me repeat the declaration, "The state
is. the individual writ large."
A New

Crusade

How about a crusade to make the people of the United States a Bible reading
people?
Great results would follow if
Lincoln's example should be followed both
in the habit of reading the Bible himself
and of recommending others to read it
also.
(1) Daniel Webster in the disturbed
and threatening thirties, forties and fifties
said: "If we abide by the principles taught
in the Bible, our country will go on prospering and to prosper; but if we and our
posterity neglect its instructions and authority, no man can tell how sudden a
catastrophe may overwhelm us and bury
all our glory in profound obscurity."
(2) Lincoln in the war stricken sixties
earnestly recommends thoughtful
and
obedient contact with the Scriptures.
(3) Huxley in the disquieted seventies
seriously perplexed about the non-use of
• the Bible as a means of keeping up the religious feeling in mankind which is the essential basis of conduct!
(4) Dr. William R. Harper, then a
professor in Yale University and afterwards with John D. Rockefeller, founder
of Chicago University, in the "uneasy
eighties" wrote: "The Bible is not known
as it ought to be known. It is not used
as it ought to be used. A reform is needed in this direction. Let it be inaugurated."
What heed is being given to the solemn
warning of Webster? What heed to Lincoln of the solicitous sixties, to Huxley of
the disquieted seventies, and to Harper of
the "Uneasy eighties" in respect to efficient,
basic means to end to preserve the state
which is the individual writ large? What
worth while has been doing through the
exciting nineties, the hurrying, exploring
tens, the world-destroying teens, and the
money-mad twenties? Has not the time
come for response to the call to arm the
people with the sword of the Spirit which
is the Word of God to the end that the
government of the people, for the people
and by the people shall not perish from
the earth?
To this end, for which for more than
forty years I have been contributing my
best endeavor, I set anew my hand and
seal this — day of
, —.
Where is the man or the woman, "come
to the Kingdom for such a time as this",
who will make possible a nation of Bible
readers that America may again become a
God-fearing people?
(The above article by Dr. White is
taken from a manuscript written some few
years ago and submitted to us for publication. It is a timely article and will bear
careful perusal by our readers. Editor).
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4 Special Announcements,
Evangelistic Slate, Etc.
PEACE COMMITTEE OF THE
BRETHREN IN CHRIST
The General Conference of 1940 decided
to change the name of the Nonresistance
Committee to Peace Committee. The size
of the Committee was changed from five to
seven members.
The organization of the Peace Committee
is as follows: Chairman, Bish. E. J. Swalm,
Duntroon, Ontario, Canada; Secretary, Eld.
Henry G. Brubaker, 670 West Arrow Highway, Upland Calif.; Treasurer, Eld. Jesse
Hoover, 3423 North Second Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
By action of General Conference, the
Brethren in Christ Church is uniting with
the Mennonite Central Peace Committee in
doing relief and refugee work. This work
is for the purpose of relieving suffering and
distress in the stricken areas of Poland,
Holland, Belgium, etc.
General Conference went on record as
favoring a campaign of meeting a budget
of not less than $1,00 per member for relief
and refugee work in war-torn Europe during the coming Conference year.
General Conference requests each district of the church to take this matter up
immediately and send contributions to the
treasurer of the Peace Committee: Eld.
Jesse Hoover, 3423 North Second Street,
Philadelphia, Pa. It is very urgent that
this be done at once.
If you wish more information about this,
please see your delegate to General Conference, or write to the Secretary of the Peace
Committee.
Watch the columns of the Visitor for information from the Peace Committee.

"^MARRIAGES^-.
WINGER-DONER—On Saturday, June 15th
at 12:00 noon, Miss Duella Doner, daughter of
Rev. and Mrs. T. S. Doner, Clarence Center,
N. V., and Mr. Mark Winger, son of Rev. and
Mrs. Walter Winger of South Rhodesia, South
Africa, were united in marriage at the home of
the bride's parents by the bride's father, a s sisted by Rev. Bert Winger, brother of the
groom.
May the Lord bless their lives together.

<•«* O B I T U A R I E S **.«<
WODGEMUTH—John W. Wolgemuth, son
of the late Martin and Susan Wolgemuth, was
born near Florin, Pa., June 20, 1880, and departed this life May 26, 1940.
Bro. Wolgemuth was president of the Elizabethtown School Board and was attending the
baccalaureate services. He was seated on the
platform with other members of the board,
while singing the first hymn, he slumped in his
chair and was taken to an ante-room, where
Dr. T. M. Thompson, another member of the
board, pronounced him dead.
Death was
caused by a heart attack.
Bro. Wolgemuth was serving as assistant
superintendent of the Sundy School a t the time
of his death and was a member of the board
of trustees of the church. He was the former
secretary of the board of the Messiah Orphanage and also a member of the State Sunday
School Board.
He is survived by his wife, Mary Wolgemuth
and a daughter Jean a t home; two sisters, Mrs.
Samuel Shearer and Miss Anna Wolgemuth
both of Rheems, and a brother Harry of Elizabethtown..
Funeral services were held on Wednesday a t
1:30 o'clock at the home, with further services
at 2 o'clock a t the church, conducted by Elders
Abner Martin and John Lebo. Text: I I Sam.
1:25, "How are the mighty fallen in the midst
of the battle." Interment was made in the Mt.
Tunnel cemetery.
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Resistance Brings Liberty
A preacher recently confessed, "I seem
to know so very little as to how I should
resist the Adversary."
This article puts
the truth in a clear and practical way.
{ t Q U B M I T yourselves therefore to God.
^
Resist the Devil, and he will flee
from you" (James 4 : 7 ) .
There seem to be FOUR definite points to
be taken into account in this admonition oj
James, and to understand the true meaning
oj this verse, we need to go into details
about each. At first reading it looks simple enough, but a full realization of its
importance makes all the difference between a strong, robust good 'soldier of
Jesus Christ,' and a flabby, weak Christian,
who gives up in the battle of life, and goes
over to the enemy's camp!
The

Command.

Who is it that gives the command? It
is the Lord Himself through His servant,
and it is just as binding on us as any other
command God has given us in the Bible.
He knew that this was the only way to
have a strong Christian life, with all the
Spiritual muscles fully developed by use.
"If ye be willing and obedient, ye shall
eat the good of the land." Through the
glorious victory of the cross the Lord has
made it possible for us all to enter the
land of power and triumph in His name.
Disobedience, in any direction, brings us
under the lash of the enemy. Let us confess this sin, and then—whatever happens
—go straight on with our victorious Lord.
The Foe Who Is Against Us
"Resist the DEVIL." How many Christians there are today who almost get angry if you mention Satan's name to them!
But this is God's direct word to His Children, not to the unsaved! We, as Christians, have to meet a very strong, clever
Adversary, who has had centuries of experience, and he knows the weak points of
all our characters.
The light way in which I have heard
some speak of him, makes me shudder
sometimes. Surely they don't understand
the subtle power of the "god of this
world," or they could not do so!
He is a mighty foe, but, thank God, he
is not almighty, and we have on our side
an Omnipotent Lord to "lead us on in
triumph" in spite of all Satan's myriads
of wicked spirits which move at his command. We read of "principalities, powers,
the ruler of the darkness of this world,
and the wicked spirits," in Ephesians 6:12, all under the complete control of Satan. Perhaps we have not realized that
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and attend to the letters later." Of course
, I felt worse, and I rose from my seat towards the door, intending to go upstairs to
my bedroom. But just as I had my hand
on the handle a thought came to me
these "principalities" and "world rulers"
are placed over different countries and
(which I know now was from God), and
towns, with thousands of the "wicked spirit was this:—"I wonder if this extreme
its" to carry out their behests. If we realtiredness is from the devil trying to hinized their strength and strongholds, we
der me from writing these letters. I'll test
might well quail and give in, but we need
it." Then I said aloud: "If this wearinot fear, for they have been conquered
ness is from Satan, I refuse it in the Name
at Calvary. This brings us to the next
of Jesus, and I 'resist' the foe." Almost
point.
immediately the whole of the pressure lifted off from me, and I felt fresh and invigorated, and turned back to my desk and
The Attitude We Are to Take
wrote those letters without pause. Visitors
called later, and if I had gone to rest I
God's Word encourages us to exercise a
could not have written them or attended to
strong resistance,—"Resist the devil". And
important matters of business that day.
this is what many Christians refuse to do.
How often we hear the remarks:—"I have
"An attacking enemy unrecognized has
nothing to do with Satan:" "I leave Him
his battle half won. Recognition is a long
to Christ;" "I don't want to be taken up
step toward his defeat. If we know somewith him," etc. The very command that
thing of the tempter's way of fighting, it
God has given is rejected. The Word of
will be an immense help in recognizing,
God does not say—"God will resist him," and resisting, and defeating him.
but it clearly states that we—the Children
"Our Lord Jesus was victorious in the
of God—are to resist him.
wilderness, partly because he was keen in
"Resist" implies personal contact with
recognizing the tactics used against Himthe foe; and Eph. 6—after describing the self. His keenness in recognizing made
Adversaries against us—tell us how to reHim quicker in resisting." (S. D. G.).
sist,—"Wrestle",
"Withstand."
"Stand
The Victory is ours in Christ; and if we
against" (vss. 11, 12, 13, 14). Clad in
do not "stand against" him, and overcome,
the Divinely appointed Armor, the outcome
he will stand against us, and hinder us bewill be VICTORY.
ing "more than Conquerors."
But someone may ask:—"How is it posIt is in the strength of the Lord that
sible to stand against such powerful enwe go forward, panoplied with the Divine
emies?"
Equipment (Eph. 6:14-18).
In ourselves it would be impossible; but
Let us believe in the finished work of
—"Thanks be unto God, who giveth us the
Christ on the Cross; and act our faith, and
Victory, through our Lord Jesus Christ"!
we shall practically see:—
(I Cor. 15:57). At Calvary Jesus dealt
the blow, which forever broke the power
The Blessed Results
of Satan and his hosts of evil, and, in His
Name, we can go forth to conquer.
"He will flee from you." Here is the
"Jesus is stronger than Satan and sin,
promise. Satan cannot stand as victor
Satan to Jesus must bow.
before any soul who is clad in the whole
Therefore I conquer without and within,
armour of God", and who dares to go forth
Jesus saves me now!"
in the Almighty Name of our Triumphant
Our attitude is to be one "against" the
Savior! He is a counquered foe, and we
"Wiles of the devil." How often we have need have no fear of him, or of being defailed because we did not "watch and
feated, if we maintain our attitude of unpray." And through this attack we did
ion with Christ in His Death and in His
not recognize the subtle way in which the Risen Life. We have been raised in Him
Adversary was attacking!
above Satan and His hosts, and we can
Have we not sometimes felt a pressure know and experience, day by day, what it
means to be led "on from place to place,
or weight upon us, and we have attributed
in the train of His triumph, to celebrate
it to the physical, or to overwork, when
His victories over the enemies of Christ"
all the time it was really an attack of our
(II Cor. 1:14, Conybeare's Ren.). There
wily foe to get us under his power, and
is an abundant Life, and a glorious Liberto stop the work God had for us to do.
ty from the thraldom of Satan, as we thus
Let me give you an illustration. One day
I knew God meant me to write two letters, hold the position that God has given us in
Christ.—M. S. J. (Ed.), Life and Liberty.
which were most important to go off that
evening. I sat down to write them, but no
sooner had I taken my pen, than an un"A good name is rather to be chosen
accountable weariness settled upon me, and
than great riches, and loving favour
I felt physically incapable of writing. I
rather than silver and gold. The rich
said to myself: "I suppose I am tired, perand poor meet together: the LORD is the
haps I had better go and rest for a little,
maker of them all." Prov. 22:1-2.
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The Lamb of God
John

REV. 21

Stott

I

H P HIS last Book of the Bible is a much
•"• neglected Book and yet it carries with
it a three-fold blessing. There is promise
to those who read this Book; there is a
second blessing offered to those who hear
what is written herein; there is a third
blessing promised to those who keep the
things written here. It starts with a blessing and it ends with a curse. It carries
its own interpretation within itself. Some
folks say it is a riddle, but in reality, it is
just what the name implies—a revelation.
It is an uncovering of the eternal things;
it shows us the consummation of t h e
world's history and the dawn of the eternal
day.
In Genesis we have germination, but in
Revelation there is termination. In the
first Book of the Bible we see the dawn of
earth's day; and in the last, we see the sun
set. Genesis tells us about beginnings, but
Revelation describes the end; eternity is
in this book.
In Revelation we find no mention of the
old rugged cross but a great deal aboat
the lamb. On many pages we find the
lamb, the bloody lamb. The reason there
is no wooden cross is because the cross
belongs to the time element; the Lamb
bleeds forever, or for everyone's sins if
they will confess them to the Lamb, that
John pointed to the Word to behold. The
emblem of God's eternal government is the
Lamb.
God's ways are not our ways. Earthly
governments do not choose a Lamb as a
symbol of their system and emblem of
their power. One great government has
a lion and a unicorn. These sum up in
themselves all that and courage. Another
has a bear; another a beaver as an emblem of industry; another has an eagle.
The eagle is the king of the air. God
chooses a lamb. God ever goes in the
opposite way to man. In the Lamb we
see gentleness, purity, and grace. Not
only is the emblem of God's eternal government a Lamb who has shed His blood
for the whole world—no wild beast but a
gentle Lamb.
When we read Revelation, we are constrained, thank God, for the Lamb, who
bore our sorrows and carried our griefs.
The Lamb, the Lamb, the bleeding Lamb;
I love the sound of Jesus' name; it sets my
spirit all in flame. All glory to the bleeding Lamb forever.
. Universality rings out of this book as
well as eternalness. That does not mean
that everyone will be saved; but in this
book we have pictured the power of the
Gospel that suits the needs of a universe
of sinners. In this last Book we find reechoed the Gospel truth that God is no re-

spector of persons and whosoever may
come. In the seventh chapter of this book
John sees a great crowd that no man can
number. In this crowd that is beyond human calculation, we see the fulfillment of
Christ's claim: "And I, if I be lifted up
from the earth, will draw all men unto
me."
We are told again and again in the
Word of God that salvation is a gift. (Rom.
6:23). Once more we have pictured the
Gospel that meets the needs of all men.
Anybody can take a gift. Boys, girls, men,
women, high and low, can receive a gift.
What a wonderful thing!
We who believe the Gospel have a message that all men need, no matter where
they dwell. Men in the frozen North —
and the sunny South need the Gospel and
can be washed in the Blood of the Lamb.
You can't take the Lamb and the Gospel
to the wrong place or the wrong people.
God so loved the world that the Gospel
and the Bleeding Lamb are for a world bf
lost sinners. You can go to New York,
Hong Kong, Toronto, and you can't take
the Gospel to the wrong place. The message of the purging power of the Blood of
God's eternal Lamb can't be taken to the
wrong place.
Here we have some reasons why God
has given us a Gospel that can't be taken to
the wrong place. Wherever you go in the
world you will find men in sin and sorrow, and who succumb. You will find
men who have temptations, tears and who
go to the tomb. All have sinned. There's
no one that does good, no not one. All
have gone astray.
Come, ye sinners, poor and needy, weak
and wounded, sick and sore, Jesus ready
stands to save you, full of mercy love and
power.

Three Roman Warriors
/ . W. H.

Nichols

N Roman history, a campaign was unIsuported
dertaken by Tarquin, Consul of Rome,
by the Etruscans. He met the
opposing army on a hill called Janiculum,
beyond the Tiber. The battle was fierce
and the men of Clusium proved stronger,
so that the Romans fled pell-mell down the
hill across a bridge which spanned the
Tiber. This wooden bridge was important
to the Romans, as it afforded the only
means of reaching Rome.
The fleeing army poured in panic on to
the bridge, but the enemy was in hot pursuit, and unless the bridge could be destroyed the enemy must take the city. A
brave stalwart son of Rome, named Codes,
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offered his life for the city, proposing to
hack down the bridge in the center, and
perish with the enemy. Two other warriors stepped to his side—Spurious Lartius
and Titus Herminius.
The three patriots chopped hastily with
their hatchets. On came the enemy, but
the bridge was narrow and the foremost
were slain, impeding the progress of the
rest. Shouts from the shore called the
three patriots to escape as the bridge
creaked and groaned. Spurius Lartius
and Titus Herminius escaped to the shore,
but Codes waited until the bridge crashed.
He fell into the water, and it is stated
drowned in the attempt to swim. His life
was sacrificed for the salvation of Rome.
This was indeed devotion, but great as
was the self-sacrifice of these three warriors it necessarily sinks into utter insignificance when compared to the loving sacrifice of our Lord Jesus Christ. That sinners might be delivered from the bondage
of sin and Satan, and saved eternally from
the just consequences of their guilt, He
gave Himself to the death of the Cross—a
voluntary sacrifice' for sin. "Greater love
hath no man than this, that a man lay down
his life for his friends."
"I accept all you have said about the
reality of life and sin and death," said a
young soldier on the battle-field of Flanders, and continued, "I have been out here
long enough to feel the force of all you
say on that score, and to know you are
right as to the false values which tempt
men to invest their manhood in self-indulgence of one form or another. And I followed you, too, when you emphasized the
reality of Jesus Christ. I cannot think He
was a mere dream. But I cannot understand how he can affect me other than as a
sublime example of all that is noble and
splendid. To make myself quite clear, let
me put my difficulty in the form of a
straight question, flow can one who died
two thousand years ago be said to die for
me personally and for the whole world? I
can understand how one at my side could
give his life for me—but two thousand
years ago?
The Christian worker replied, "That is
a long time, but I can remember when
it seemed much less than I thought. It was
a bright summer afternoon when I stood
looking at an old man who was in his
104th year. As I looked at him dozing in
his arm chair, I said to a friend. 'Nineteen men like that would take us further
back than the days of Christ'." "Yes,"
said the young corporal, "the lives of
nineteen men seem a short link. But one
man dying for the world! And not in a
way a man dies for his country, but dying
for each man in a distinctly personal
sense! Can you bring it home to me in
some w a y ? " " I think I can," was the
reply, "because it has come home to me
(Continued on page 224)
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Floris, named by a mother whose longing
for the beautiful of life was unsatisfied, was
quite different outwardly from Anna, her
Ursula Miller
roommate. Schooling, such as she had, had
<<"PLLBN, please, I ask you again, why been snatched as a rare privilege. Hard
JCrf are those two girls so very well work, poverty, and privation had been her
liked?"
portion in life. Her eyes were a beautiful
Ellen and Edyth were ascending the brown, her abundant black hair graced a
stairs after breakfast to begin their day's lovely head, and her friendly face was bework. They were walking slowly, talking sprinkled with freckles. Her dresses beas they went, as the bell summoning them trayed her poverty, the material being of the
had not yet rung.
poorest though always being very neat and
"Edyth, I do believe you have asked me clean. And one, seeking the wide world
that question a dozen times," said Ellen.
over, could scarcely find two girls whose
"Well, but I really want to know," in- early life offered a greater contrast, yet
sisted Edyth.
whose present aim formed a harmony as
"Well, and so do I. But a great many sweet as the sunset blending with the
girls are well liked; you know that as well horizon.
as I do," evaded Ellen.
"When I sit or stand next to those girls
"Of course, we all are, more or less but in church or prayer meeting I feel a peace
they are different, and you know it. I never steal over me as if I were hearing a lovely,
in my life saw any one like them. And just heavenly song," Edyth met Ellen in the hall
think, they are not even in training! Work- and spoke as if their conversation of the
ing girls!" exclaimed Edyth.
morning were unbroken, although the time
Ellen gave her a long, sidewise look be- was hours afterward.
fore replying. Then she said, "I'm a workEllen gave her one of her long searching
ing girl myself, Miss Edyth, and don't you looks and merely said, "Still on the same
forget it. And I work hard too. Perhaps theme?"
it has not occurred to you that there may
"Well they are so sweet and restful and
really be people who prefer some other work good I want to be that way too. And when
to nursing, although you and I prefer I think of them I feel ashamed." Edyth
nursing."
paused, looking at Ellen.
"Well, anyway, there are no girls so well
"Ashamed? Of w h a t ? " Ellen asked her.
esteemed in this Nurses' Home as Floris and
"Oh, lots of things I say, and do, and
Anna. And I wish I knew something about even think."
them. And then that sampler—" Edyth
"So? Then they are a reproach to you,
was still speaking as the bell rang, but Ellen not so?" Edyth ignored the thrust and conwas already halfway down the hall to meet tinued speaking, "Then there is that sampler
her day's work.
they have in their room; what, anyway is
The Florence Nightingale Nurses' Home the meaning of t h a t ? "
was a happy home indeed. The sisters who
"Won't they tell?" Ellen glanced at her
headed the institution were women of ex- watch as she spoke.
cellent character and many were the girls
"Oh, I haven't asked them. Do you think
who entered solely for their training, but,, it would be all right if I would a s k ? " Edyth
who received in addition deep spiritual help. inquired eagerly.
These sisters, heads of the department of
"Well, any one seems more mysterious if
nursing, besides being women of sweetness they are quiet, than the one who tells
of character and of a very quick under- everything," Ellen spoke softly looking at
standing, could not be unaware of the ad- Edyth searchingly. Then she continued,
miration bestowed on the two girls in ques- "The letters on the sampler are Greek lettion. Most of the nurses in training were ters. Do you happen to remember any
quite frankly consumed with honest curi- Greek?"
osity, while the entering group commented
"Greek ? Oh, I never even studied Greek.
about them rather freley. How it all came
about no one could tell. But the fact was It was too hard. Then you can tell . . . "
But Ellen was halfway down the hall in
there—and the unsatisfied wondering.
Floris and Anna were roommates, and, as answer to a call bell and Edyth's eager quesEdyth had said, belonged to the working tion remained unanswered.
Time slipped along, the days passing by
force. Floris assisted the cook, doing anything she found to do, peeling potatoes, rapidly like children on the way to school.
washing pans, anything in fact that was Winter was already making plans for his
required of her. But Anna did baking. All annual retreat. Events had succeeded each
the baking was under her supervision, the other in the large training school as custom
most of it being done by herself. She was and routine demanded. There were the litquite young and culture was written in large tle groups and cliques who banded together.
letters all over her; this being one reason, There were little gossipings around the
perhaps, for arousing an undue interest in corner, feelings were hurt and feelings were
herself. Her baked products were well-nigh healed again. However, all in all the year
perfect. Her breads of various sorts, her had been very happy, very satisfactory.
pies, her cakes, her rolls were truly works The two girls around whom hovered a halo
of art. And she rejoiced in them as the of mystery, fostered and kept alive largely
artist does in his painting or the poet in his by Edyth, had dutifully followed Father
Time, step by winsome step day by day.
poem.
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Each day proved a new miracle of delight
and praise, a new opportunity for service.
* Edyth, a first-year girl, being finally so
overcome with longing to know more about
Floris and Anna, approached a Senior Nurse
with the request that the girls tell something about their life at prayer meeting.
The Senior Nurse thought the matter
over. She thought it might perhaps be arranged. "But Edyth, you can't go up to a
girl and demand the meaning of her sampler. Or," and the twinkle in her eyes did
not escape Edyth, "one does not call young
ladies to account for their good behavior. I
am sure it has not been unobserved by any
one that those young ladies are models of
good conduct."
Poor Edyth said she had observed all
things and many more and therefore she
wanted to know all about them. She herself was no model student; she had been reproved at various times for certain things.
"But Sister Frances, that is exactly the
reason I want to know about them. I need
what they have." Edyth was very near
tears.
So the matter rested, but the meeting was
finally planned. The Home had several
Help-One-Another meetings in a year and
it was this time at which Floris and Anna
were to speak. The meeting had been planned for the outdoors near the large tree just
to the side of the beautiful Nurses' Home.
But spring had been slow that year, and the
day set was wet and cold. So the reception
hall was chosen instead. The window panes
were glistening with moisture, now rain,
now sleet, then snow, which gave an additional touch of coziness to the indoor harmony and beauty. And expectancy! Were
Edyth asked she would have expressed supreme delight. What had claimed her uppermost thought for so long was finally to
be explained. Devout appearing girls they
were indeed, grouping and seating themselves as comfortably as possible. Many,
indeed most of the girls, were tired physically. An air of inspiration and prayer
hovered over the room. All looked forward
to spiritual food at these Help-One-Another
meetings.
Moreover, word had somehow gone out
that Floris and Anna were two speakers.
The Senior Nurse who had the group in
charge in glancing over her list noticed that
not one girl was absent who could be present; some had taken on double duty to relieve as many as possible for the hour.
"Floris and Anna!" thought Edyth, "Now
I shall know soon what I have longed to
know all year."
Floris and Anna themselves neither
shared the enthusiasm nor were in any great
measure aware that they were the subject
of many conversations. They were very
quiet, very meek, and somewhat set apart
by reason of their work. Floris indeed was
group conscious, and very much embarrassed at the thought of speaking in an open
meeting. She had consented to speak only
by being urged to do so in order to help
some others, herself being so willing and
kind. A song. Sweet girlish voices uplifting, inspiring. A prayer for Divine help.
Again a song at Anna's request:
"I know a song, the sweetest song,
That mortal lips can frame;
I t s music throbs with Heavenly love.
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Its notes of joy proclaim
A matchless Name, a holy Name,
"Tis Jesus, Jesus, Jesus.
"I know a Cross—eternal Cross—•
The Cross of Calvary;
And One I. know whose arms of love
Were outstretched willingly
Upon that Tree for you, for me,
'Twas Jesus, Jesus, Jesus.
"I know a life, the victory life, _
'Tis better every day,
Whose love is pure, whose joys endure,
It gives me strength to say
I'll watch, I'll pray, I'll live each day
With Jesus, Jesus, Jesus."

nounced, let her bitter jealousy manifest itself. She could no longer hide what her envious heart had so long harbored. She
talked. Far, far too much. Thus gossip
spread as it always does. Old matters
were dug up, and for a while a really bitter
spirit stirred the neighborhood. She all
but succeeded in breaking up the romance
which was what she had at first tried to do.
But not quite. They were married somewhat later than planned.
"But so much needless unhappiness and
unkindness followed her bitter outbursts
that she is today bearing the scars of envy.
She is marked, as it were. She is a saddened woman. She learned, but at such terrible cost. This trouble made a deep impression on me. I decided as long as I live
I will try never to envy any one; neither
will I court envy from any one. Trouble
follows in the steps of envy, and I love
peace.
"My sampler which has created interest
among a few is my reminder to myself. I
designed it. The letters are Greek and
mean SECOND PLACE to me. As I do not
know Greek, I received help in this. It
may not be correct, but the symbol is correct to me. The design you will notice is
the One whose outstretched sheltering arms
form a cross. No place in the picture can
one go but the cross touches them; the
cross or the shadow, or the Man on the
Cross. Yonder, in the shadows in the background is a child picking flowers, praying,
or what you will. That is I. That will remind me of my place. He is first, supreme,
everything. I am nothing; and lest I forget
to watch my tongue, my thoughts, my actions, my heart, long ago I made this little
sampler as a reminder. It has not been
easy, but the way grows easier every day
as I let Him lead while I stay in my place."
Then suddenly Floris bowed her head, astonished apparently at herself for speaking
so long. A beautiful spirit graced the
meeting. The secret, which was no longer a
secret, had in fact never been a secret, was
free for all who desired it. The girls were
deeply impressed with this fact. Each one
determined that she too would give God first
place.
Again a song was sung very softly. A
prayer dismissed them. As the girls soberly separated to their various duties they
knew truly that the LORD had been present and that He had been glorified.
"That in all things He might have the
preeminence," murmured the Senior Nura-3.
—Christian Monitor.

After the song Anna began: "This is a
Help-One-Another meeting. The song we
sang tells my story and source of power
without another word—Jesus. I possess no
power in my life which is not available to
all of you. Five years ago I could not have
said that. My people were very wealthy.
Father had large stores. We always had
money, servants, travel, anything money
could buy. I was educated in expensive
schools. Father was absorbed in business.
Mother's, interest centered in Father and
me, and society. But as the depression
came Father lost money heavily. Then
came Mother's illness which cost her life.
"A year later, what with his financial losses and work and Mother's death, Father
died to*. After everything was paid there
was but little left. I had known our Sister
Frances for many years, so it was to her I
turned when I had my daily bread to earn.
In my mother's kitchen we had a colored
mammy. What a cook! I loved her all my
life! She would ofttimes let me visit her
in our kitchen. How thrilled I was if she
let me help. The day she said to me, 'You
shure got the soul of a cook, honey,' gave
me a greater thrill than when I gave my
graduating address. Perhaps I really have
a peasant's soul. But I love dearly to cook
and especially to bake. That is why I am
here. I might teach or learn nursing but I
love cooking better.
"After the death of my parents with but
little money, naturally I became acquainted
with different people. In a revival one night
I found more joy than I believed possible
for life to hold. I found my Lord. 'I know
a song, * * 'Tis Jesus, Jesus, Jesus,' Thenceforth I began to reconstruct my life. Hitherto I had pleased myself, placed myself first.
Now He was first, I was second, or indeed
nowhere. We so often give all our life for
material benefits. Our spiritual life suffers. I wished honestly and above all things
to avoid this. My Lord is first: I, myself,
do not matter except to glorify Him. My
Bible tells me His will and He gives me
grace and strength to do what He asks. 'I
know a life, the victory life. Jesus, Jesus,
Jesus.' "
As Anna concluded the girls were plainly
touched. Eyes were cast down while a few
were frankly moist with tears.
Floris, timid, shy, almost afraid to lift
her eyes, spoke in a low voice.
"My story is different from Anna's. She
is my nearest approach to wealth. My peo. pie are very poor. The thing that stirred
my soul occurred when I was very young.
In our community were two girls, near
neighbors of ours. They should have been
good friends and I believe the one girl
thought they were. The one girl was engaged to be married to a fine young man.
The other girl, on hearing the day an-
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hope, that filled their breast in the sad and
troublesome times through which they
passed.

As a people we have always had several
classes of adherents. Many times as they
faced certain problems, there were those
among them, tired with waiting for the removal of things which they considered barriers to the progress of the church of their
choice, were tempted, like the boy with the
cocoon, to tear it quickly apart and release
the wings of the inhabitant who seemed to
be struggling to get out. But many thought
better of it and patiently waited for the ripe
development, when out of the shell that held
them, they might emerge with their faith and
their power of locomotion unimpaired.
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There are others who cared little, whose
vision never searched the norizon for neids
beyond, uney were content to live to tuemjeives witnout any tnougnt tnat God had a
deiinite purpose in the calling out of a group
of men wno would be willing to subscribe and
LO accept uie tenets of tneir laitn, t n e ' T H U S
saicn tne l^ord" irom Genesis to ±teveiation.
Just as proDlems faced tne men of anotner
age, so like problems face us today. Some of
us may not nave had any greater opportunity
of educational advantage than those of an
earlier day, DUI we nave had the advantage
of living HI a world wnere scnolarsmp and
archeology nave done soinetning tor us. Tney
nave given us u Uible unseatiieu by the onsiaugnt of its criLies ana porven it to be the
very v^ord of Uod. Botn tne Scriptures ana
traditionalism nave been put to tne severest
test and wnere traditionalism nas not had its
foundation in tne "THUS saith the Lord" it
has quickly been weeded out.
vv/e nave come to know tnat faith cannot
stand in tne wisdom of men out must alone
stand m tne word and power of cod.
As a people, we dare never be satisued with
the accomplishments of tne past, for wnen
we consider the limitless resources of the
.Living Uod, and His promised presence, guidance and power, tnere comes LO US a deep
searcn of our hearts. We are compelled to
ask ourselves the question, -'Have we developed spiritually as He has planned.'" and "Have
we met the world witn that message wnich
it has a right to expect?" "Bo we always put
nrst tilings nrst?" and "Has our churen fully
met its privileges and discharged its entire
obligation to our generation?" The Apostle
f a u l cautioned the church at Tnessaionica,
which was troubled about the return of Christ,
to hold steady.
We recognize clearly that it is not our duty
nor our business to try to discern all that lies
in tne future. But it is our duty and business to do what lies clearly at nand.
with every succeeding General conference
we make history and may we pray tnat witn
Gods help, we may so live and labor, that
tne decisions we may reach, tnat me fruits of
our ton may be a perpetual blessing to succeeding generations.
.Never in the history of our church has there
been a greater need, a more urgent call and
a wider field, with riper grain at home and
abroad to be harvested tnan tnere is today.
We can be thankful indeed and grateful to
God t h a t so many of our brethren have a
deep, God-given sense of the depth of human
need, which has Bred them with a burning
passion and zeal for the souls of men.
Ours is primarily a spiritual movement.
We cannot conceive of it as being otherwise.
When asked a few days ago by two ministers
of a sister denomination, as to how many of
our preachers were pre-millenial, I replied
tnat i considered them almost one hundred per
cent pre-millenial in faith and doctrine; tnat
they were not expecting the world to be converted before the Bord Jesus came; that they
never hoped to right or even greatly better
world conditions, through the process of law
or the preaching of the Gospel; but that the
majority believed in the soon coming of the
Bord Jesus and that our work, which is not
promoted by logic or the cold process of reasoning, but by a soul-burning passion and zeal
for tne souls of men, brought to us through
the personal baptism of the Holy Spirit.
Fundamentally, we recognize the fact that
the church cannot rise higher than its leaders.
There may be individuals in the church, or
there may be groups that are higher spiritually
than their pastor or teachers, but not the
church as a class or as a whole. Therefore,
men, let us consider our great responsibility
to God, as well as our great privilege as
pastors, teachers and leaders. We may ask
ourselves this question, "Why ar.e we in
Christian work? What is the goal toward
which we are striving? What is the incentive
that urges us on?"
We answer; There is only one true incentive
for preaching the Gospel, and for any Christian
service and that is "The love of God constraineth us." We have found Christ as our
Savior from sin; we have made Him Lord of
our lives and are eager that others may know
Him. The reason that we are in Christian
work is that we may witness to the lost the
saving knowledge of our Lord Jesus and to
build up the knowledge of God's Word in the
lives of men and women, and to help them to
till the place in life that God has chosen for
them.
If the church of the Brethren in Christ is
a spiritual organism, and we believe it is, we
will come to recognize the divine law t h a t
every organism reproduces after its kind. The
church reproduces its kind through evangelism. The church without an evangelistic passion and program a t home and abroad, has
utterly missed its calling and has no excuse
for its existence.
Most of us, perhaps, will assent that this is
true, but living in the day in which we now
And ourselves, we must be able to stay on
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our knees, to pray and believe, if we are to
move forward in the salvation of souls. This
is the method that lays the cornerstone of our
organization and has kept its holy fires burning all these years.
The faith in God which has produced Christianity—and I refer to true Christianity—has
produced something more than mere theology
or philosophy ottering an explanation of
causes and destinies. True faith in God is
not only to believe, but to contact God's living power and bring it into the lives of men.
In this day of materialism, let us not overlook that part of our nature which distinguishes us from the brute creation, but let
us recognize the spiritual powers of our being. To be a Christian means to open the
heart and life to Christ and to the power
of God. All the moral and spiritual resources
of the universe are available to us through
the living Christ.
John Tyndall, who in his day declared that
he would make it possible that every plow boy
in England could carry a New Testament in
his pocket, in speaking of this power, with the
clear vision of Divine revelation, declared:
"Standing before this power, this energy which
from the universe forces itself upon me, I
dare not do other than to speak of He, a
Spirit, a Cause."
Michael Pupin, who perhaps knew more of
the mathematical side of electricity than any
other man, speaking before a group of scientists and discussing the moving power of heat
and electricity, said "Science admits that the
magic of these two powers cannot, unaided,
purge the soul of man and eliminate the poisons that corrupt his spiritual life. There
is only one electron that can penetrate the
deep recesses of the human heart and cleanse
it ' from sin.
That electron was released
through the person of Jesus Christ on the
Cross of Calvary nearly two thousand years
ago."
Paul speaks of this power of the Spirit of
God as that Divine personality coming in contact with the inner man, and the relation of
God with the individual which deepens and expands the spiritual life. Herein is the very
heart of personal religion.
We believe in the basic principle declared
in the great Pauline doctrines, of the sovereignity of God over all men and all things,
and the complete reference of everything,
both small and great, to Him. To have faith
in God means that we must believe in Him
without reserve. He must be God to us in
all our thinking, feeling and doing, through
all our individual, social, religious and daily
relations with men. He who has faith in God
recognizes that human agencies will never be
able to right the wrongs of a distracted world
nor replace the foundations of a social order,
nor solve the problem of greed and lawlessness, of jealousy and hatred, but that God
alone, in Christ, is able and will, in His own
time, meet this need and solve every human
problem.
No matter how many surveys we make,
how many programs we may sustain, sooner
or later we will recognize the fact t h a t ideas
do not govern or overthrow a world; it is
• governed or overthrown by feeling.
Ideas
serve only as guides. Peelings come and go
as they are actuated by certain impulses or
great motivating power. That is why so much
of the world has externalized its religion, until it has snuffed out the inner light of faith.
Men have centered their thoughts too much
on man, on the outward aspects of his being—
they have pushed God out of the scene. "We
are happy therefore, for the rich heritage of
spiritual t r u t h that has come down to us.
The fundamental difference between the true
church and the world is here. The church
is in vital touch with the power of God; and
the world and society is organized apart from
God.
The Christian religion does not stifle the
intellect, for our Lord challenges the intelligence of every age by direct appeal to reason.
He seeks to show men how to live and how to
love and how to serve. His appeal was simple
and striking and direct. He says that "When
he the spirit of truth is come, he will guide
you into all truth." He further declares that
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my
disciples indeed. And ye shall know the
truth and the truth shall make you free."
When Peter made his memorable confession
that Jesus was the Christ, the Son of the Living God, the Savior emphatically declared that
upon that confession (that faith), He would
build His church, and the gates of Hell would
not prevail against it.
The church has been called into being that
it may be the channel of the spirit of God,
to b'uild up the members of His body, and
unite them all as members in particular, in
carrying the power of God to other lives.
The desire for spiritual improvement can be
found in every class of Society and may be
obtained by all. Jesus said, "I am come that
they might have life, and t h a t they might
have it more abundantly." Abundant life is
spiritual life. It cannot be bailed out to us
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Even we, as a church, have our modifying
in the alphabetical spoons of a vote-buying
terms, but the Household of our Father in
government, nor can any human agency enHeaven knows no national nor racial nor social
able us to attain it. When men borrow this
phrase and try to tack it on to some effort * discrimination. The front pews of the church
of our Heavenly Father are not reserved for
to elevate human wants, they only show how
the elite, nor the farther pews conceded to
dense is there ignorance of Bible truth.
the
barefooted beggar. Here speaks the Risen
The church then today has a message that
Savior with Heaven's, not man's "Whosoever."
is vital; but that message can only be visualizWe
-are living in a world that is lost, that is
ed as it is vitalized in the lives of its perdestroying itself, that is adrift on a desert'
sonal members.
without
water; and only mirages and unendWe are the channels through which God
ing desert is before us. It will sooner or later
seeks today to dispense His grace and power
find
that
no dictator, no army, no flying fleet,
to a lost world. As a church, we must make
can save; they can only destroy.
clear and hold in mind this sense of personal
I t is only the Church of the Living Christ
obligation to fellowmen and to God. We must
that can give to a dying world about us this
not forget that they serve God well, who
Living Water. The world's wells have gone
serve their fellow creatures. Love, brotherdry, but Jesus supplies a living fountain from
hood, mutual helpfulness, all combine to lead
which, if man drinks, "He .shall never thirst
the Christian to seek to bring men everyagain."
where, who are separated from the one fountain of life, into fellowship with the Living
It is with shame and grief that the Church
God, through whom alone any creature has
of Christ must confess that they have been
life.
criminally tardy in holding out to the world
this cup of the water of eternal life.
Never before have the words of the RevelThe way is difficult, we know; the night is
ator had such import as today. Men and
far spent and the day is at hand. "Let us
women, with true faith in God, recognize that
cast off the works of darkness and put on the
this is the hour when the Spirit and the bride
Lord Jesus Christ. There are still hungry
can indeed say, "Come." "And let him that
souls, there are still needy ones, and without
heareth say come; and let him that is athirst
doubt, the present world catastrophe will
come. And whosoever will, let him take of
bring many hardships and changes to those
the water of life freely."
who are endeavoring to witness for Christ
No matter what interpretation we may put
in the regions beyond.
on the Book of Revelation, here is one unmisOur text today calls for faith in God. Let
takable and all important truth. Here we And
us renew our faith and continue our partisummed up the purposes of Christ's redempcipation and continuing witness to the world
tive passion. Here we And clearly stated this
of the love and power of Christ in the experiwonderful invitation to come to Him t h a t
ence of the individual; in the fellowship of
we might have life and have it more abunthe community, let us maintain our own misdantly.
sionary program, stressing evangelism as its
Speaking of Revelation, let us not allow
essential task. Let us be ready to take adourselves to become tangled up in its numbers
vantage of revolutionary changes which war
nor lose ourselves among its symbols and
may
bring, and recognize the fact that no
beasts. Without doubt, its prophetic utterearthly change can ever invalidate this marance is rapidly coming into fulfillment but
velous
invitation "To come and partake of
here is an old fashioned and practical truth,
the water of abundant life."
rich in benefits to all who will make actual
use of this message today.
Let us encourage Christian people everywhere to turn earnestly to prayer; to pray for
Every other problem should be subordinate
a great spiritual revival; pray for a religious
to this one great purpose of the Church of
awakening in America that will turn men
Jesus Christ, for just as the Book of Revefrom their present trend toward godlessness to
lation gathers u p ' a l l the invitations of the
the rich promises of Christ.
Bible into this eloquent apeal of its last page
Faith in God forever recognizes the fundaof written revelation, let us as members of
mental truth of Scriptures, that they who will
Christ's mystical body make it our motto for
not come to Him cannot have life. Materialsoul-saving.
ism dulls the sense of thousands of people;
Here as the Bible closes this final chapter
evangelism has almost forgotten to emphasize
of Revelation, the offer is made by every
the fact of life hereafter and of the damning
possible agency, through every possible chanconsequences of rejecting Jesus Christ. Too
nel, t h a t the Gospel call of salvation may
many
have set their affections on things on
come to all. Let us recognize that there has
the earth; the heavenly things have been too
never been an invitation so generous or so
far
away
and we have failed to hold out
inclusive. The aristocrat may come, but the
the eternal t r u t h that they who turn away
ragged tramp, the hitch-hiker, "all who will
from
God
must
wander on in boundless space
may come and partake of the water of life
through an endless eternity.
freely."
Just as in Europe today the traffic proceeds
The Spirit says "Come." The same Eternal
cautiously by the little light that comes in a
Spirit of God, who worked in the lives of
symbol of the cross, so let the Cross communithose early disciples and who gathered them
cate itself to us, that glorious passion which
obedient to their Lord's command in an upper
actuated the great Apostle, as he cried, "God
room; that Spirit who, on that memorable
forbid that I should glory save in the cross
day, fell upon them and filled them and made
of my Lord Jesus Christ by whom the world
them ambassadors to the Gospel of our Lord
is crucified unto me and I unto the world."
Jesus Christ and who abode upon them, can
be ours today in the same glorious full measIn the sight of the desolation wrought by
ure of power. The promise was not limited
sin, may we have faith in God for that is
to Apostolic days. He was sent to abide
our strength; for in God is our salvation.
with us then, now and forever.
Faith is the divine integrity, the conviction
that God only doeth right, that God can make
It is just as possible that this place where
no mistake; and even though He permits certhis General Conference is meeting may be
tain things now. He will work out His will
filled as with a sound of a mighty rushing
endlessly and eternally and that what He
wind, with the Spirit of God alighting upon
doeth
is well done; and that when He judgeth,
each one of us, with bringing our evangelistic
He judgeth inerringly so that even the lost
hopes to full realization; that in partnership
shall
openly
confess t h a t God is holy and that
with the Holy Spirit, He will make our "come"
there is no unrighteousness in Him.
just as effective to those who hear as to the
Have faith, therefore, in God, for in God
three thousand to whom Peter preached on
through Christ, our Lord, is our only salvation.
the Day of Pentecost.
The story is told of one of the little ports
The saddest commentary upon the Christ h a t face the Atlantic storms, the coasting
tian Church today is the lost love of His
vessels put out huge cables which fasten the
bride; for there are too many of us that comship at stem and stern, and are coiled about
pose the body of Christ, who have never
the posts that hold to solid rock. Then the
brought a single soul to the Lord Jesus Christ.
captain looks up at the storm with kind of an
We have allowed our other duties of the
indifference, as he tightens his lips and nods
church to occupy our time, and we have neghis head. He knows that the cables will
lected this one duty of making known to the
hold. So when troubles arise, when danger
world the "Come" of the Lord Jesus Christ.
threatens and the judgments of God and sin
And yet it is the chief business and mission of
make the heart to faint, let us put our faith
every member of the church. Too many of
cable and coil it around the faithfulness of
us have had a cup in which there has been
the Almighty Father that will hold. Let go
none of the abundance of the water of life.
of self, utter helplessness, alone cradled seOur soul experience has been parched, and
curely in the encircling arms of the compassome of us have become burdened with the
sionate Savior.
thought that we must provide certain temporWe recall the crossing of the River of Death
alities for the youth of our day, if we were to
by Christian and Hopeful in Pilgrim's Promake a success of our church life and add
gress.
Both go in, and entering. Christian
to its numbers.
began to sink. Crying out to his good friend
Everywhere, where there has been a lack
Hopeful, he said, "I sink in deep water." Then
of that burning sense of our great mission,
said Hopeful, "Be of good cheer, my brother,
these things have turned out to be millstones
I feel the bottom, and it is good."
and not milestones on the march of a heavenTes, at the bottom of all human anguish, the
bound church.
believer touches God and God is good. Have
"Whosoever will, let him take the water
faith in God and this will be your experinece
of life freely," what an amazing offer—the
and mine in every trial and extremity that
widest ever made. There is no class of soawait us, and the highest praises of our salciety, there is no order of brotherhood, howvation shall be to the Father, and to the Son,
ever benevolent, that opens its doors so wide.
and to the Holy Spirit.
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"Feeding Our Faith'
The Late Geo. D. Watson

Special Notice
At the Conference of 1939, Bro. John
Hoffman was appointed Acting Treasurer of
the Foreign Missionary Board to relieve
Eld. Graybill Wolgemuth who was delegated
to visit our foreign fields during the past
year. In view of the fact that the deputation did not make their intended visit, on
account of war conditions, Bro. Wolgemuth
has again been given charge of foreign missionary funds. All contributions for foreign
missions should be sent to Eld. Graybill
Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy, Pa.

Tirhut
ETWEEN the river Ganges, in India,
and the boundary of Nepal on the
north, lies a large area a hundred and fifty miles wide, just south of Mt. Everest,
this is called Tirhut, (teer-hoot). It is
the home of a clan of brahmins known as
Maithils, and the country is sometimes
called Mithila Desh. The head of this
clan is the Maharajadhiraj of Darbhanga,
the wealthiest land proprietor in the province of Bihar. This area is a vast alluvial plain formed by a large river, the
Kosi, which brings down great quanities
of silt from the Himalaya mountains. Outside of the immediate section dominated
by this river, Tirhut is very fertile and
fruitful. In fact the name Bihar, given to
the province, means garden. Our mission
is located in the Eastern end of Tirhut, the
Mithila Desh where Buddha the sage, and
the goddess Sita, are said to have been
born.
The people represent a typically crosssection of the general population of India.
Most are Hindus, divided and re-divided
into many castes and sub-castes. There are
more untouchables than caste Hindus, or
those who wear the sacred cord. Many
lower caste people are now beginning to
wear this emblem also, so that it is fast
losing significance. About one in seven
of the population is Mohammedan. There
are a few pagans, classified as animists,
and the smallest group is the Christian
community. There are people of Semitic
and Aryan origin Tiere, who have stamped
on their features traces of their ancient
stock carried down through the centuries.
The population is very dense in some
sections, and rather sparse in the river
areas. Because of the vacillation of some
of these rivers, principally the Kosi, the
population also shifts considerably. As
may be supposed there is much poverty
which in itself occupies the attention of the
people; while mass illiteracy also helps
to maintain the feeling of the uselessness
of trying to improve their conditions.
When to this is added the burden of caste

restrictions and impositions, the lot of
the common people is beyond doubt deplorable. These conditions may be seen
in themselves to be obstacles to the claims
of Christ, but in reality may be made stepping stones in approaching the troubled
souls of the people.
When it might appear to them that
everything is arrayed against them, it is
easy to imagine that the outlook offered
them by the Gospel must appeal to the
people more or less forcibly. To come
to know that after all God is not against
them, but rather seeks them to deliver

A Hindu bride and bride-groom, middle
caste, Saharsa
them from the thralldom of sin which prevents them from attaining any lasting enjoyment in this life, must bring to them a
gleam of hope they never dreamed of
seeing. The appeal to the heart is bound
ultimately to override all the prejudices,
superimposed on the structure of their life,
tho it may take a long time. We are seeing
more and more proofs of this in recent
years, and are sure that the leaven like
action of the Gospel is going on with
accumulating power, even as Jesus Himself declares.
Let us not fail to enter this wide-open
door with the light and hope of the Gospel
of deliverance. Your prayers and gifts
all help more than you can imagine, and
the day may come when those who hold
by Christ in Tirhut will no longer be a
minority, whether in numbers, position, or
influence.

NASMUCH as faith is the condition of
all spiritual life, of the entrance into
that life, and the steps to progress in that
life, it behooves us to give it all the nourishment possible. Faith can be strengthened,
and fed, and thus will grow; but the
growth of faith is often very opposite to
our notions concerning it.. We often suppose that faith is made strong by receiving
great encouragement, by having quick and
abundant answers to prayer, by high states
of joy, by lofty visions of Divine things;
but in reality these things do not strengthen
our faith as much as we fancy.
Our faith is to be nourished on the
promises of God. Those promises are
contained in His written Word.
They
may be also promises communicated to the
soul by the Holy Spirit, or through other
souls who are in close fellowship with
God, and who may speak to us great promises of what God has told them concerning us. When God first called Abraham,
He inundated his soul with a sea of promises; He spoke to Him from the starry
heavens, and from the soil of Canaan on
which he walked, and by the visits of angels, and by the Holy Ghost in the deep
of his nature. Abraham saw great fields
of light—great possibilities of things for
himself and his posterity. His soul drank
in these promises, until his faith became
wide and powerful, even before any of
them were fulfilled. God deals with souls
in a similar way; yet when he calls any
one to great degrees of perfection or of
usefulness, He begins by opening up to
them the promises of His Word, and the
possibilities which they may achieve, even
before there are any outward symptoms of
their fulfillment. The heart that anchors
itself in the promises of God, until those
promises become as real as God Himself,
will have strong faith.
Another nourishment to faith is the removing from the soul of natural and human props. Naturally we lean on a great
many things in nature, and society, and the
Church, and friends, more than we are
aware of. We think we depend on God
alone, and never dream of how much we
depend on other things, until they are taken from us, and if they are not removed,
we should go on, self-deceived,
thinking
that we relied on God for all things. But
God designs to concentrate our faith in
Him alone by removing all other foundations, and, one step after another, detaching us from all other supports. There are
many souls that cannot endure this utter
desolation of secondary supports,
which
would be more than they could bear, and
they would react into open rebellion; so
God allows them to have a junior faith,
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and to lean on other things more or less.
But to those who are able to undergo the
strain of faith, He allows all sorts of disappointments—the death of bright hopes,
the removing of earthly friendships or the
destruction of property, the multiplied infirmities of the body and mind, the misunderstanding of dear ones, until the landscape of religious life seems swept with a
blizzard, to compel the soul to house itself
in God alone.
At the time the soul is having all secondary support removed, it does not perceive what is taking place within itself,
but afterwards it finds that faith has been
growing and expanding with every wave
that has beat against it. Faith grows when
we least expect it; storms and difficulties,
temptations and conflicts, are its field of
operation; like the stormy petrel on the
ocean, faith has a supernatural glee in the
howling of the storm and the dash of the
spray.
Faith is nourished not only by the removal of earthly props, but by the seeming removal of Divine consolation. Our
answer to prayer seems too long delayed,
and faith is tested to its uttermost, when
it seemed as if the Lord has turned against
us and all we can do is to continue holding on, with the pitiful cry of "Lord, help
m e ! " Even then faith is expanding and
growing beyond all we are aware of, by
the very extension of the delay of the
answer. The longer the Lord delayecf in
answering the prayer of the woman of
Syrophoenicia, the more her faith became
purified and intense. Long delays serve
to purify our faith, till everything that is
spasmodic and ephemeral, and whimsical
is purged out of it.

disappoint us on the old lines of expectation. And thus our faith is strengthened,
by disappointment, until it reaches such
perfect union with God that it never looks
to anybody, or anything, or any mode, or
any old channel, or any circumstances, or
any frame of mind, or any meeting, or any
set of feelings, or to any time or season;
but keeps itself swung free from all these
things, and dependent on God alone. This
degree of faith can never be disappointed,
can never be jostled, because it expecLs
nothing except what God wills, and looks
to no mode except infinite wisdom. Its
expectation is from God only.

Another nourishment to faith is to get
before the mind the great faith of other
people—to read the lives of those who
have been sorely tried, and who have believed God against all odds. Faith kindles
faith; by understanding how God has dealt
with other souls enables us to interpret
His dealings with us. Our faith is inspired
by reading of the trials of the Bible
saints more than by reading of the pleasant and easy things.
Another nourishment to faith is that
mode of dealing with us by which the Lord
is constantly changing the
providential
channels through which He sends blessing
to us. If God's blessings flow on us in
a certain way, for any length of time, we
unconsciously fix our trust on the way the
benefactions come, more than on the invisible fountain. When God sends us great
spiritual refreshings, He will change the
circumstance under which they come;
when He sends temporal blessings in answer to prayer, He will change the channels through which they flow. He does
not want us to become attached to any
mode or phenomenon. He wants our faith
perfectly united to Himself, and not to His
mode of doing things, and hence He will
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The Jew and the Bible
F. W. Pitt
is strange what similarities there are
I Tbetween
the Jew and the Bible. The
Jews are the only nation that has seen the
rise of every other existing nation, and
the Bible is the only book that has seen
the rise of every other book.
The Jew has an incomparable vitality
and so has the Bible. The Jew has been
cursed and banned far and near: so has
the Bible. The Jew has been hated in
every land and by every religion; so has
the Bible.
Every conceivable effort has been made
to annihilate the Jew. They have been
burnt and buried alive, hacked to pieces
and torn asunder; the same things have
happened to the Bible. It has been a crime
to harbor a Jew; so it has been to have a
Bible. The Jew has been falsely accused
of being the cause of strife and bloodshed;
so has the Bible.
The Jew has been willfully misunderstood; so has the Bible. The Jews are the
only race that their enemies will not let
alone, the same thing is true of the Bible.
The world will not, can not ignore the
Jews, and it will not, and can not ignore
the Bible. The Jew finds his way everywhere in spite of all efforts to exclude
him; so it is with the Bible.
The Jew is native to a small strip of
land in Syria, but there is no land where
he is not found. The Bible is concerned
with the happening to that same people in
that same land and yet it is found all over
the world. The more the Jews have been
destroyed, the more they have increased;
till now after thousands of years, they are
more in number than ever before. So, in
spite of assaults of enemies and the treachery of false friends, the Bible circulation
increases miraculously.
The Jew is high up among the rich and
great, and low down among the poor and
unknown; at home, anywhere: so is the
Bible. The Jew is distinguished in art,
music and poetry; the Bible has provided
more themes for painting, poetry, and
music than all other sources put together.
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The Jew leaves his mark everywhere and
so does the Bible.
There they are, side by side, the Jew and
the Bible, touching human life and enterprise at every point, both exerting an influence that cannot be denied but is rarely
admitted. Kingdoms rise and fall but the
Jew remains. Books come and go, but the
Bible stands forever. The Jew refuses to
be assimilated or annihilated. He dwells
alone—"they shall not be reckoned among
the nations." The Bible refuses assimilation and annihilation, and every effort co
regard it as a "literature to be read as
any other literature" utterly fails.
It
stands alone: it shall not be reckoned
among the books.
These are phenomena that can only be
explained by what the Bible says about the
Jew and what it says about itself, and this
can only be explained by divine inspiration.
Of the Jew, the Bible says: "Heaven and
earth shall pass away, but My words shall
not pass away."
Up until now the world has arrayed itself against these two immutable promises,
but in spite of enmity, hatred, persecution
and assault, the Bible and the Jew remain
a double testimony to Divine inspiration.
If there were any sign of the fading out
of the Jew, if he were gradually declining
in strength, if he were losing his identity,
if he were being gradually assimilated and
absorbed in the common stock, we could
begin to doubt the inspiration of the Bible.
But all that the Bible says would happen to the Jew, has happened. The chosen
nation is as much a separate people today
as it was when it came out of Egypt. So
with its land, "Jerusalem shall be trodden
down of the Gentiles, until the times of
the Gentiles be fulfilled". What the Bible
says would happen to the land has happened. The Bible, the people and the
land are a threefold cord that cannot be
broken.
All this ought to awaken world-wide interest in the Jew, but it does not. It
ought to awaken world-wide interest in the
Bible but it does not. Even by Christians, the Jew and the Bible are neglected. Yet the minuteness of detail with
which Bible prophecy concerning the Jew
has been fulfilled, should make the church
of God confident that what remains to be
fulfilled will in due time come to pass exactly as predicted. The Bible is like the
chart; the Jew is like the Ship; and the
Divine pilot is at the helm. No matter
what storms, tidal waves, submarine earthquakes, what enemy forces, what Satanic
Armadas, what thunder and what lightning, the ship is beating up for Jerusalem.
Is it not the arm of the Lord that "hath
dried the sea, the waters of the great deep,
that hath made the depths of the sea a way
for the ransomed to pass over"?
There is nothing so encouraging to faith
(Continued on page 223)
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OUR SUNDAY SCHOOLS
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Y ACTION of last General Conference, following favorable consultation
with Eld. V. L. Stump, Editor, the plan of the General Sunday School
Board to conduct a regular department in the "Evangelical Visitor", was
approved. This issue marks the beginning of this new department, and it
will continue to appear (D. V.) in the first issue of each month.
This department is to be devoted to the interests and promotion of our
Sunday School work. It will provide a medium for announcements, for information concerning Sunday School work in general, for reports concerning our own work including the activities of individual Schools, for articles
of practical value to Sunday School workers, etc. Superintendents, Teachers, State S. S. Boards, and others are invited to send brief reports of activities, projects,, plans or methods used, conventions held, etc., in your respective Schools or territories. All matter intended for this department
should be sent to C. W. Boyer, Secretary, 2101 Windsor Road, Dayton, 0.
Watch for this department in the first issue of each month. Do your
part to help make it interesting and profitable.

B

The Sunday School's Great Opportunity
Charles Ferguson Ball
HE Lord Jesus Christ was preemiently
T
a teacher. Of the ninety references in
the Gospels to our Lord, sixty describe him
as a teacher. Nicodemus, a teacher himself,
said, "Rabbi, we know that thou art a
teacher come from God: for no man can do
these miracles that thou doest, except God
be with him." We are accustomed to speak
of the "Sermon" on the Mount, but a glance
at its beginning will reveal these words:
"And he opened his mouth, and taught
them, saying. . . ." The thirteenth chapter
of Matthew is teaching all the way through.
Like the true teacher he was, at the end of
the lesson he asked, "Have ye understood
all these things?" and in concert they answered, "Yea, Lord," and went straight out
to prove that they did not understand a
thing. In Matthew 28 our Lord is commissioning men to carry on in his absence,—
"Go ye therefore, and teach [disciple all
nations], . . . teaching them to observe all
things whatsoever I have commanded you.
Paul was primarily a teacher. He emphasized that calling. He spent three weeks
in Thessalonica and had not only founded a
church, but had instructed the people in the
entire prophetic scheme of things. A glance
at II Thessalonians 2 will indicate that
they had been taught the rapture of the
saints, the coming of the Lord, the day of
Christ, the apostasy, the doctrine of the
man of sin, the Antichrist, and the finalconsummation. "Remember ye not, that,
when I was yet with you, I told you these
things?" It has been truly remarked by
my friend and teacher, Dr. Lewis Sperry
Chafer, that the average preacher would not
have his books unpacked in three weeks, let
alone a church indoctrinated in the deeper
things of God!
' Paul taught wherever he went. It is recorded that everywhere in every church his
method was didactic (I Cor. 4:17). He
This article is the substance of an address
given by Mr. Ball, pastor of the Bethany Presbyterian Church. Philadelphia, at. a meeting of
the Presbyterian Sunday School Superintendents' Association of Philadelphia and Vicinity.

The accompanying article was
quoted from by one of the speakers on the S. S. Program at General Conference. Emphasizing
as it does, "The Sunday School's
Great Opportunity", we feel that
it provides a fitting "keynote"
for the inaugurating of this department. Read the article carefully. In so doing we believe
there will come a deeper realization of the important place occupied by the Sunday School, and
a corresponding d e s i r e that
through its efforts greater results may be accomplished
At the close, note the comparison between general S. S. statistics mentioned in the article, and
corresponding statistics of our
own S. S. Work.
taught the Word of God in Antioch, at Corinth, and with confidence at Rome. More
than that, when the apostle gave instruction
to Timothy concerning the selection of
bishops, one of the qualifications was that
the bishop must be "apt to teach" (I Tim.
3:2.) In the second letter to Timothy, instructions are given to the young man concerning the conduct of his ministry and the
organization of his church. Here are the
words, "The things that thou hast heard of
me among many witnesses, the same commit thou to faithful men, who shall be able
to teach others also."
If we could make the church of today see
that her. mission is to teach as well as to
preach, we would have laid such a foundation as could never be shaken, and we would
have revitalized the membership of the
whole church. It is evident to all who have
eyes for these things, that .the only churches
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truly strong and alive to God are those in
which the Word of God is taught. Let a
church take this matter of teaching seriously, and the character of its membership will
be revolutionized.
We have always looked upon three institutions of our land as the guardians of
the all-important business of religious education. The home, the school, and the
church contribute each its share to the
proper education of the child. But we have
come to a day when we have beheld three
drastic changes.
We have seen the passing of the teaching
pulpit. Ministers today do not teach. They
are good personality experts. They are excellent "mixers." They are experts in politics, and can discuss the latest thing in psychiatry and conduct psychology clinics. They
are at home in philosophy, and are ever
careful to have the right approach to a
child so as not to dampen a latent possibility. But they are short on Bible.
We have seen the passing of the teaching
parent. The home has lost the character
it once had. We are forced to be out of it
for the greater part of the day, and with
the meetings many, we have deserted it by
night. It is only a shadow of what it once
was. Time was when every father was the
high priest in his family, and at a certain
time in the day gathered his children and
servants and guests and opened the Word
of God, and hallowed the home with its
reading and with prayer. But today parents
+*.**».* a -*.«*».*..*i» , ** 4 *.*».*.***»*«V.**»****..**» 4 +.*..*** 4 »+*»»*»«********* 4 »+ 4 **%

BIBLE READING PROJECT
On page 199 of the June 17 issue
of the "Visitor" the Abilene Kansas
S. S. reported "A Bible Reading Record." During one week this School,
with a membership of 125, read a total
of 2181 chapters, the individual with
the highest number having read 341
chapters during the week. A "challenge" is offered to other Schools to
better this record if they can.
Why not let this fine record serve
as a cue for a "Bible Reading Project" for an entire quarter, starting
next Sunday, July 7?
We believe that such stimulating of
Bible reading, especially on the part
of the youth will be a wholesome
thing, encouraging permanent and
regular habits of Bible study. Also,
we are not sure but that the interest
created by such an effort may have
definite value in helping to overcome
"Summer Slump."
This department will be glad to report at the end of the quarter, returns
from all Schools participating. Send
information on the following points:
Total chapters read by School
during quarter.
Largest number read by one
individual.
Any items of interest growing
out of the effort, or evidence
of benefits derived from it.
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either commit the training of the child to
outside institutions or neglect it altogether
because they have no time. And they wonder what is wrong with the coming generation, and why it has not the same interest
in things spiritual as grandma had.
With no real teaching in the pulpit, or in
the home, we turn to our public schools and
wistfully wonder if they are able to save
the day for the coming generation. But
alas, on every side we hear that the Bible
is shut out. Under the pretext of not offending sects or religions, we have dropped
the one Book that has been the foundation
of America's greatness.
Driven out of each of our former strongholds, we turn at last to the Sunday School.
What a pitiful attempt is being made by
most churches in this all-important matter!
Few churches take the business of the Sunday school seriously. Many of them spend
less than one-tenth of their'time and money
and effort on the Sunday school. Let a
church give its Sunday school a really important place, and it will pay higher dividends to the church than any other activity
in which its effort could be spent. There is
no organization that brings such a harvest
to the church as the Sunday school. Eightyfive per cent of the members of all denominations have come out of the Sunday school.
Eighty-seven per cent of all church workers
had their beginning in the Sunday school.
Ninety-five per cent of all ministers and
missionaries began in the Sunday school.
This activity of the church is so important
that the Hon. Nathan Kendall, former governor of Iowa, said, "If the activities of the
Sunday school should be suddenly and finally
terminated I doubt if the churches could
survive for a generation." The future of
our church as an organization depends on
the Sunday school we build today. Of the
12,649,049 added to the church in the past
ten years, it is conservatively estimated that
10,000,000 of them came by way of the Sunday school.

NOTE: According to the above article,
"Enrollment in the Sunday School in 1936
in the U. S. A. was sixty per cent of what
it was in 1926." This is a decrease of 40%-!
Note the contrast in our own S. S. work
during the same period, as shown by the
following figures:
Enrollment, 1926
7539
Enrollment, 1936
11315
Increase 50%
The above 1936 enrollment figures of
course include new schools opened during
the period. If these are left out of the
picture, we have eighty-one schools which
can be compared for the two years, with
the following results:
Enrollment, 1926 (81 schools)
7205
Enrollment, 1936 (the same
schools)
,
8553
Increase 18.7%
The showing of substantial gains in our
S. S. work during a period of serious general decline, is, indeed, reason for encouragement.
Not, however, encouragement
that should make us satisfied with past accomplishment but that should serve as inspiration and incentive to renewed efforts
for the future. And here is a question to
ponder: Is the growth of the Church keeping pace with the growth of our S. S. work'.'
In other words, is the Sunday School serving as she should in providing the material
from which the membership of the Church
can be drawn ?

And yet today the Sunday school is losing its grip on people everywhere. Enrollment in the Sunday school in 1936 in the
U. S. A. was sixty per cent of what it was
in 1926. At the close of 1938 the report came
that the Sunday school of today was 2,000,000 short of what it was in 1930. What a
drastic drop! If this is allowed to continue,
what with the before-mentioned tendencies,
we need not wonder if in the future our
churches are greatly diminished, and our
streets are flooded with a crop of educated
pagans.
What we put into the education of our children in spiritual things will determine the
character of the church of tomorrow. It is
our unwillingness to face these facts that
explains a declining church membership. Is
there any wonder our churches are fast becoming clubs and clinics and social service
centers, with hardly an outlook beyond the
grave ? We are abandoning our young children, and then criticizing them because they
are not interested in the church.
The hope of the church today is in the
hands of the men and women who teach. It
is in the hands of the teachers and superintendents of the Sunday school, and in the
zeal and seriousness with which they devote
themselves to the most important of all
tasks—the winning of children to Christ.
.—The Sunday School Times.
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Editorial
(Continued from page 211)
is indicative of the United States' near
approach to war. There are many people
who are beginning to realize that the world
situation is positively dark and of course,
it is driving some folks to their knees.
Personally we believe that if both England
and France would have turned to God and
would have sought a way out of the dilemma in humble repentance and faith more
than a year ago, the present catastrophe
could have been avoided.
It is a pretty hard thing for the ordinary
person to avoid having bitterness in their
heart and to consider the fact that all men.
even including the principals of the warring nations, are a part of God's creation,
and that their souls are precious in His
sight. Nevertheless, this is true, and this
fact increases the responsibility of every
Christian to lay aside all malice and guile
and wrath and to supplicate the throne of
grace that God may move upon the minds
and hearts of all the nations and bring
them to a mutual understanding of each
other's problems, and imbue them with a
desire to work out a just and lasting peace
which will be to the benefit of all humanity.
We recognize that there are those who
say this is an impossibility and perhaps it
is not a part of God's present program,
but you will not be a worse Christian by
having so prayed. At any rate, these world
events should cause us to search our Bibles
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and to spend much time on our knees in
^ prayer that a great religious awakening
may sweep over our country. Men and
women everywhere have forgotten God and
are living as though the world were to
stand for thousands of years. It is our
hrm conviction that the present happenings are just a prelude to what shall follow in the closing days of this dispensation of grace. God is working out His
program, and in that program you and I
have a share.

The Jew and the Bible
(Continued from page 221)
as watching history as it fills the moulds
of propheey, for if our eyes behold and
our ears hear the things which God hath
spoken, we may assure ourselves that His
faithfulness to His earthly people is a
guarantee of His faithfulness to His heavenly people. "He abideth faithful."
The condition of the Jew and the land
is so exactly as foretold, that one can only
say that the Book that recorded it all thousands of years ago must be the Word of
God. That same book tells me that, if
I believe, I am saved and justified and
shall be glorified. Assurance that God,
though hidden from mortal sight, is ceaselessly working for Israel cannot but impel
us to respond to His call for volunteers to
be. workers together with Him and this
privilege of fellowship will cause us to see
the promises afar off drawing nearer and
nearer every day, and help us to be persuaded of them, and embrace them and
confess that we are strangers and pilgrims
on the earth.—Trusting and Toiling.

Digging Deeper
NCE there was a great drouth in a
certain section of our Country—just
as drouths have occurred elsewhere from
time to time. This drouth became unusually distressing. Streams ran dry, and
wells also yielded to the protracted drouth.
One farmer conceived the idea of drilling
his well deeper, hoping to discover a new
vein of water, he discovered a rich flow
of oil, in consequence of which not only
he, but all his neighbors became comparatively wealthy in a short time; for they
were living in a rich oil field without
knowing it.
The real earthly treasure of the vicinity
was discovered by digging deeper, and
what semed to be a calamity proved to be
a great economic blessing. This but illustrates what often has occurred in the realm
of the Spirit. Many a person has found
life's greatest treasure as a result of some
"frowning Providence." Just what God
has stored away in His eternal and inexhaustible storehouses we do not know until something impels us to dig deeper.
—Religious Telescope.
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Three Roman Warriors
(Continued from page 216)
t o d a y with k e e n e r p a i n t h a n I can say.
Yesterday I followed the wailing bagpipes
to a line of o p e n g r a v e s , j u s t over t h e h i l l .
As I looked r o u n d u p o n those seven thouss a n d recently m a d e g r a v e s , my h e a r t filled
— a n d m y eyes t o o . B u t f a r t h e r o v e r t h e
h i l l s is one s o l i t a r y g r a v e which h u r t s m e
m o r e t h a n the seven t h o u s a n d w h i c h I looked u p o n with s o r r o w y e s t e r d a y . A n d now
I k n o w , in a w a y I d i d n o t k n o w before,
t h e love t h a t s p a r e d n o t t h e life of an o n l y
S o n — a n d t h a t O n e t h e S o n of the e t e r n a l
God.
T h i n k of t h a t life, its loneliness,
grief a n d h e a r t - b r e a k ! T h i n k of its e n d —
crucified in the m i d s t of a scoffing c r o w d
— t h e a g o n y of t h e S o n of G o d ! W a s it
sufficient t o r e d e e m a w o r l d ?
Yes, ten
thousand worlds!"
T h e l a d ' s h e a d w a s b o w e d . " G o d forgive m e , " he said d e e p l y . " T h e t r u t h h a s
c o m e h o m e a t last, a n d it i s — i t is a l m o s t
too m u c h for m e ! " H i s l i p s q u i v e r e d a n d
s u d d e n l y , b e f o r e a n o t h e r w o r d c o u l d be
said, he h a d g o n e a n d was lost i n t h e
crowd.
Dear reader, has "the truth come home
at l a s t " to Y O U ? W i l l you n o t l o o k up
to h e a v e n a n d p o u r o u t y o u r s o u l in
t h a n k s g i v i n g for such love, s a y i n g ,
" J u s t as I a m , T h y love I own
H a s b r o k e n every b a r r i e r d o w n ;
N o w to be T h i n e , yea, T h i n e a l o n e ,
0 L a m b of G o d — I c o m e " ?
— T h e Messenger of Peace.

E V A N G E L I C A L

a t r i c k on t h e dealer by leaving all t h e
e m p t y boxes, p u t t i n g t h e m back j u s t w h e r e
t h e y belonged. One a f t e r a n o t h e r t h e cust o m e r s arrived t h e n e x t d a y , and t h e dealer
pulled out box a f t e r box, only to find t h a t
each w a s e m p t y .
T h a t w a s a unique theft, b u t s o m e t h i n g
m u c h like it t a k e s place all t h e t i m e in t h e
s p i r i t u a l world. F o r t h e r e a r e m a n y thieves
of faith, w r i t e r s and s p e a k e r s who m a k e it
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S t e w a r d s h i p . " I w a s born w i t h music in
m y s y s t e m . I knew musical scores before
I k n e w m y A B C's. It w a s a gift of Providence. Music is too sacred to be sold. I
never look upon t h e money I e a r n a s my
own. It is only a fund e n t r u s t e d to m y c a r e
for p r o p e r d i s b u r s e m e n t . I reduce m y needs
to t h e m i n i m u m . I feel morally g u i l t y in
o r d e r i n g a costly meal, a s it deprives some
one else of a slice of b r e a d — s o m e child, perh a p s , of a bottle of milk. My beloved wife
feels exactly about t h e s e t h i n g s a s I do. I n
all these y e a r s of m y so-called success we
h a v e not built a home for ourselves. Bet w e e n it and u s s t a n d all t h e homeless in
t h e w o r l d . " — T e s t i m o n y of F r i t z Kreisler,
t h e g r e a t violinist. Condensed from T a r bell's Guide and r e p r i n t e d in Otterbein
Teacher.
S p i r i t u a l Thievery. An Illinois thief stole
five h u n d r e d dollars w o r t h of "shoes, t h e ent i r e stock of a s t o r e , and in addition played

their business to d e s t r o y belief in God, in
Christ, in t h e Church, in religion. But t h e y
a l w a y s leave t h e boxes. They a l w a y s leave
t h e shell of w h a t they have taken, in o r d e r
to fool people into t h i n k i n g t h a t they h a v e
t a k e n n o t h i n g a t all. But pull out t h e boxes,
t r y t o g e t a n y comfort a n d s t r e n g t h o u t of
w h a t t h e y h a v e left, a n d you will see t h a t
t h e theft h a s been complete. — C h r i s t i a n
E n d e a v o r World.
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Library
Many of these books formerly sold at $1.50
to $3.50 per volume.

Sermons and Outlines
l o r d , I Believe. By Robert G. Lee.
Follow Thou Me. By George W. Truett.
The Training of the Twelve. By A. B. Bruce.
100 Best Sermons for Special Bays. By G. B.
F. Hallock.
A Quest for Souls. By George W. Truett.
100 Revival Sermons and Outlines. By Frederick Barton.
The Cross in Christian Experience. By W.
M. Clow.
Three Hundred Evangelistic Sermon Outlines.
By Rev. Aquilla Webb.
Voices from Calvary.
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Illustrations

By H a r r y Rimmer.

Evangelistic Sermons. By W. B. Biederwolf.
E m p o w e r e d to Obey. A Buddhist monk
in Ceylon, who w a s acquainted with both
C h r i s t i a n i t y and Buddhism, w a s once asked
w h a t he t h o u g h t w a s t h e g r e a t difference
between t h e two. H e replied, " T h e r e is much
t h a t is good in each of t h e m , a n d probably
in all religions. But w h a t seems to m e to
be t h e g r e a t e s t difference is t h a t you Christ i a n s know w h a t is r i g h t and h a v e power t o
do it, while w e Buddhists know w h a t is
r i g h t b u t have not a n y such p o w e r . " — T h e
Expositor.
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"I Am Jesus." By J. C. Massee.
New Tabernacle Sermons. By T. DeWitt
Talmadge.
Sermons on Biblical Characters. By Clovis
G. Chappell.
Sermons by Clovis G. Chappell:
Sermons from the Psalms
Sermons on the Mount
Sermons on t h e l o r d ' s Prayer
Sermons from the Parables
Sermons on Old and New Testament
Characters
Home Polks
100 Prayer Meeting Talks and Plans.
K. M. Barton.
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The Kiss of Judas, and other Sermons.
W. E. Biederwolf.
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2500 Best Modern Illustrations. By G. B. F.
Hallock.
1000 New Illustrations. By Aquilla Webb.
1001 Illustrations for Pulpit and Platform.
By Aquilla Webb.
1,000 Evangelistic Illustrations. By Aquilla
Webb.
Pickings. By Robert G. Lee.

Funeral Services
1,000 Thoughts for Funeral Occasions.
Frederick Barton.
The Funeral Message. By Earl Daniels.
The l i g h t in the Window.
day.
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By R. E. Golla-

Funeral Sermons and Outline Addresses.
W. E. Ketchum.
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Miscellaneous
Palestine Speaks.

By A. C. Haddad.

The Pastor, His Own Evangelist. By Charles
L. Goodell.
St. Mark's Life of Jesus.

Dr. Sledd.

Brief History of the Christian Church. By
William Stuart.
How I Know God Answers Prayer. By Rosalind Goforth.
How We Got Our Bible. By J. Paterson
Smyth.
Every-Member Evangelism. By J. E. Conant.
Awake, O America.

By W. E. Biederwolf.

The World's Saturday Night and other Sermons. By W. E. Biederwolf.
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